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ABSTRACT

Coated nanoparticles (CNP) are core-shell particles consisting of differing layers of

epsilon positive (EP) and epsilon negative (ENG) materials. The juxtaposition of

these EP and ENG materials can lead to the possibility of coupling incident plane

waves to surface plasmon resonances (SPR) for particles even highly subwavelength

in size. We introduce standard models of the permittivities of the noble metals used

in these CNPs, and propose corrections to them based on experimental data when

their sizes are extremely small. Mie theory is the solution to plane wave scattering

by spheres and we extend the solution here to spheres consisting of an arbitrary

number of layers. We discuss the resonance behaviors of passive CNPs with an em-

phasis on how the resonance wavelength can be tuned by controlling the material

properties and radii of the various layers in the configuration. It is demonstrated

that these passive CNPs have scattering cross sections much larger than their geo-

metrical size, but their resonance strengths are attenuated because of the inherent

losses in the metals. To overcome this limitation, we show how the introduction of

active material into the CNPs can not only overcome these losses, but can actually

lead to an amplification of the scattering of the incident field. We report several

optimized active CNP designs, including ones based on quantum dot gain media

and study their performance characteristics with particular attention to the effect

of the location of the gain material on the performance of these designs. We in-

vestigate the ability to control the scattered field directivity of the CNPs in both

their far- and near-field regions and propose designs with minimal backscattering

and those emulating macroscopic nanojets. We compare data generated by initial
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efforts to experimentally prepare CNPs and compare against analytical and numer-

ical simulation results. Finally, we suggest a variety of interesting future research

directions.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The scattering of light has been of great interest to humankind for hundreds of years

and of particular concern is the scattering of light by particles much smaller than

the wavelength of light. Such particles can possess very curious properties. One of

the most famous historical examples of these interesting effects is the Lycurgus cup

which was forged by the Romans in the 4th century AD [1, 2]. The cup appears green

when light is reflected from its exterior surface; but when light illuminates the cup

from within, it appears to shine a brilliant red hue. While these peculiar behaviors

had been observed for over one thousand years, it was not until the development of

scattering theory that the reasons behind this strange behavior were explained. It

is now known that these properties are caused by the excitations of surface plasmon

resonances (SPR) in the gold and silver nanoparticles embedded within the glass.

These surface plasmons are localized surface waves caused by a collective excitation

of the electrons in the metal. An interesting property of plasmons is that light can

couple to them even though the plasmon can be highly subwavelength in size.

While the general solution to the spherical scattering problem has been known for

over one hundred years [3], there has been increasing interest of late in the scattering

of light by spheres due to several factors. First, while the problem does have an

analytical solution, it is necessary to calculate many orders (technically an infinite

number of orders are required) of the spherical Bessel functions and their derivatives,

often with complex arguments, to achieve accurate results. Consequently, these

“analytical” solutions immediately warrant the use of a computer to numerically
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evaluate them. Recent advancements in numerical libraries have greatly decreased

the time required to calculate the field behaviors of these small scattering particles

and have led to their customary use to evaluate and guide potential applications.

Secondly, there has been a recent surge in the study of plasmonics, which promises

to open a door to novel optical devices due to the plasmon’s ability to confine light to

highly subwavelength dimensions [4, 5]. Finally, the production of nanoparticles has

undergone extensive research and advancements over the last forty years [6], leading

to the ability to experimentally realize many nanoparticle-based applications, as

well as more complex particle configurations. The result of all of these efforts is that

nanoparticle research is currently undergoing a tremendous surge in both theoretical

and experimental activities. In turn, the ability to prepare these nanoparticles in the

lab has required the extensive use of simulation technologies to predict their optical

behaviors in new configurations while also leading the way to their experimental

realizations.

While plasmon resonances of bare metallic nanoparticles at optical frequencies

have been observed, the possible applications of these bare nanoparticles are limited

due to the inability to tune their plasmon resonance in the optical regime. However,

the introduction of an epsilon negative (ǫ < 0) shell to an epsilon positive (ǫ > 0)

dielectric spherical core leads to the tunability of the plasmon resonance through

changes in the particle’s overall radius and the core-shell radii ratio, as well as in

the choice of the dielectric core material. Neither option is present in the bare NPs.

These plasmonic core-shell configurations are called coated nanoparticles (CNP)

due to the core being “coated” by a plasmonic metallic shell. Some applications of

CNPs include being used as localized optical sensors [7, 8] for a variety of biomedical

sensing and imaging applications. Also, CNPs have been investigated for their
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potential use in displays due to the tunability of the plasmon resonance throughout

the visible spectrum [9]. One of the most exciting applications of CNPs is their

potential for use in drug delivery [10, 11] and cancer therapy [12, 13, 14]. CNPs can

be designed for targeted drug delivery by being designed to release drugs contained

within the CNP after being bombarded by an intense laser pulse whose wavelength

coincides with the CNP resonance. In a similar way, gold CNPs can be localized

around tumor sites and can be tuned to operate at infrared frequencies at which

absorption is low, but scattering is still high in the human body.

The CNPs resonate, and through their strong field enhancement behavior sub-

sequently cause the local heating and destruction of tumors. Other uses have been

proposed in solar cells to enhance the light trapping behavior of the cells and thus

improve their conversion efficiency [15, 16, 17].

A limitation of plasmonic devices is that ENG materials, e.g., metals at visible

wavelengths, have high losses which attenuate the SPR strength. To overcome

this limitation, it has been shown that the introduction of active material in the

dielectric region can lead to an extreme enhancement of the incident field [18]. Such

a configuration has been termed a “SPASER” [19]. This terminology has been

debated over an argument about whether or not these active coated nanoparticles

simply amplify light incident upon them or whether they can emit light. We believe

that once the active CNP cores are excited, the surface plasmon resonances provide

the necessary optical feedback for stimulated emission to occur so that these CNPS

can actually be thought of as highly subwavelength nano-lasers. Independent of

their name, these active CNPs are of great interest and a demonstration of these

nano-amplifier, and nano-lasing behaviors have been experimentally verified [20].

While it was predicted that the requisite gain values needed to reach the nano-
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lasing threshold would require the use of gain medium with very high gain constants,

such as quantum dots [21], the results of [20] as well as other studies [22] have

suggested that the threshold gain values predicted by traditional simulations are

overly large. We have studied these configurations to understand further this gain

enhancement phenomenon by studying the active CNP’s ability to strongly localize

the incident field within it. We have related its ensuing large scattering cross section

behavior to a subsequent reduction in the required gain values [23].

Due to their subwavelength size, CNPs generally scatter radiation as electric

dipoles. However, their scattered field directionality can be controlled if higher or-

der electric and magnetic modes can be accessed simultaneously. This phenomenon

naturally occurs in macroscopic dielectric particles (i.e., particles larger than the

wavelength of light), but their scattering efficiencies are limited. On the other hand,

with the plasmonic resonance enhancement attributed to CNPs, we have shown that

it is possible to excite both electric and magnetic dipole modes simultaneously and

with equal contributions in subwavelength-sized CNPs designed for use at infrared

frequencies. In particular, we have investigated these configurations for their ap-

plication to achieve efficient control of the far-field emission of thermal radiation

[24].

In another directionality control application, photonic nanojets are examples of

macroscopic spheres that have been shown to have extremely directed near-field

enhancement at optical frequencies. We have investigated and demonstrated that

with a selective removal of segments of the shell, the resulting active holey CNPs

can recreate the directed near-field behavior of photonic nanojets while providing a

significantly larger enhancement in a considerably smaller package [25].

In this dissertation, we review these contributions to the state-of-the-art of pas-
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sive and active CNPs and their applications. The necessary knowledge of the optical

properties of materials will be established first in Chapter 2. The derivation of the

Mie theory solutions to the scattering of plane waves by spherical particles will be

reviewed in Chapter 3. Its extension to the scattering by N-layered spheres of arbi-

trary composition will also be given. The behaviors of the passive and active CNPs

will be examined in Chapter 4 with a particular emphasis on their ability to localize

the incident fields and the resulting impact on the powerflow behavior near them

obtained from the associated Poynting vector fields. Active configurations based on

both chemical dye and QD gain mediums are proposed in Chapters 5 and 6. The

outcomes of investigations into their performance characteristics are reported there.

The ability to tailor the scattering behavior in both the far- and near-fields through

manipulations of the CNP composition and shape will be developed, respectively,

in Chapters 7 and 8. Finally, in Chapter 9, local collaborations to experimentally

prepare CNPs with University of Arizona colleagues in the Department of Chemical

and Environmental Engineering will be discussed. While these studies are ongoing,

the initial results will be presented with an emphasis on how to improve our studies

going forward. Conclusions and future directions are discussed in the final Chapter

10.
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CHAPTER 2

OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF NOBLE METALS

Knowledge of the dielectric properties of materials is vitally important in under-

standing their usefulness in potential applications. Core-shell nanoparticles typi-

cally make use of the noble metals due to their interesting properties in the optical

regime. Presented here are classical models of the dielectric permittivity of mate-

rials which can be applied to the noble metals to explain their optical properties.

While these classical models do a good job of predicting the permittivity of metals,

corrections to these models based on experimental data and size-dependent effects

can be introduced to improve their accuracy.

2.1 Lorentz Oscillator Model

The Lorentz oscillator is a well known model of the electrical response of materials to

electromagnetic radiation [26]. The model, while simple in form, takes into account

real atomic physics phenomena. In the general depiction of the Lorentz oscillator,

an electron of mass m is bound to a nucleus of mass M by a spring whose constant

is given by K. An impinging electromagnetic field interacts with the electron and

is displaced. Figure 2.1 shows a depiction of the Lorentz oscillator model.
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Figure 2.1: Diagram of the Lorentz oscillator model.

In the Lorentz model, the mass of the nucleus is assumed to be infinite relative to

the electron and in practice this is a good assumption as the proton mass is >1000

than the rest mass of a free electron so that only the displacement of the electron

is of concern. Losses in the system are modeled by assuming the electron to be

embedded in a medium with drag coefficient b. The choice of a spring tethering

the electron to the nucleus looks overly simplistic at first, but this assumption is

derived from quantum mechanics as the dipole approximation of the electron-atom

interaction. The equation of motion for the system is given by

mẍ+ bẋ +Kx = eElocal (2.1)

where x is the electron displacement. The driving force is that of the Lorentz force

F = q(E + v ×B) (2.2)

where q is the charge of the particle in the presence of the electric and magnetic

fields. The interaction of the electron with the magnetic field is ignored due to

its relative weak strength in comparison to the electric field. The driving field is

Elocal which is the local electric field that excites a single electron and is, in general,

different from the average field exciting a collection of oscillators, but the difference
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is ignored. For a more in-depth discussion of the local field see the work by Ashcroft

and Mermin [27]. The driving force seen by the single oscillator is then assumed to

be of the same form as the incident field

Elocal ≃ Ee−iωt (2.3)

and the electron displacement is assumed to follow the same form such that

x(t) = xe−iωt (2.4)

Substituting the above result into eq 2.1 and taking the appropriate time derivatives

gives

−ω2mx− iωbx+Kx = eE (2.5)

and solving for x yields

x =
eE

−mω2 − ibω +K
(2.6)

We define the natural frequency of resonator, the frequency at which oscillations

occur when there is no driving force, ω0 =
√

K/m, and the damping frequency,

γ = b/m. Substituting these into the above relation gives

x =
(e/m)E

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

(2.7)

When the driving field frequency ω matches the natural frequency of the oscillator

ω0, the denominator of becomes small and the displacement is maximum. When

there is damping (i.e. γ 6= 0), the relation between the electric field and the dis-

placement is complex and can written in complex form as

x = α+ i β (2.8)

or in complex polar form as

x = Aeiθ (2.9)
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where A is the amplitude and θ is angle with respect to the positive real axis between

the imaginary and real parts. Solving for A gives

A =
√

α2 + β2 =
1

√

(ω2
0 − ω2)

2
+ γ2ω2

(2.10)

and θ is given by

θ = tan−1 β

α
= tan−1 γω

ω2
0 − ω2

(2.11)

It is clear that when damping is present there is a phase delay between the electron

displacement and the incident driving field. This phenomenon is a fundamental

consequence of a lossy system. The displacement of the electron creates an induced

dipole moment which, in turn, produces a corresponding polarization field. The

dipole moment of a single electron is ex and, therefore, we can write the polarization

density of a collection of electron oscillators as

P = nex =
(ne2/m)E

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

(2.12)

where n is the density of electrons in the material. The above expression is simplified

by the introduction of the plasma frequency, which is defined as

ωp =

√

ne2

ǫ0m
(2.13)

and represents the oscillation frequency of the collective electron gas. Using this

simplification, the polarization density can then be written as

P =
ω2
p

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

ǫ0E (2.14)

The concept of the electric susceptibility χ is introduced through the relation

P = ǫ0χE (2.15)
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Consequently, the susceptibility of the collection of electron oscillators is found to

be

χ =
ω2
p

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

(2.16)

which is unitless and represents the oscillations of the induced dipoles in the material.

The dielectric constant of the material can then be found through manipulation of

the expression for the electric displacement field

D = ǫ0E+P

= ǫ0E(1 + χ)

= ǫE (2.17)

where ǫ is the effective permittivity of the material. The dielectric constant is usually

written as the relative permittivity ǫr = ǫ/ǫ0, where the subscript r is dropped from

the notation when the dielectric constant is presented as a unitless number. Using

the knowledge of how the permittivity relates to the susceptibility allows one to

write

ǫ = 1 +
ω2
p

ω2
0 − ω2 − iγω

(2.18)

Solving for the real and imaginary parts of the permittivity yields, respectively,

ǫ′ = 1 +
ω2
p (ω

2
0 − ω2)

(ω2
0 − ω2)

2
+ γ2ω2

(2.19)

and

ǫ′′ =
ω2
pγω

(ω2
0 − ω2)

2
+ γ2ω2

(2.20)

2.2 Drude Model

The Drude model is another model which describes the motion of electrons in a

metal and was introduced by the German physicist Paul Drude in 1900 [28]. In a
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conductor, it assumed that the electrons are completely free to move, and they are

thought of as a free electron gas. The Drude model equation of motion is typically

written as

d

dt
p(t) = qE− p(t)

τ
(2.21)

where p is the electron momentum, q is again the electron charge, and τ is the mean

time between collisions.

The Drude model can be derived from the more general Lorentz model by as-

suming that the spring constant in the expression for the restoring force is zero.

With this assumption, the natural frequency of the collection of electrons ω0 is zero,

i.e., they are consequently free to move. The atoms are then said to be swimming

in a “sea of electrons.” With this simplification, the Lorentz model becomes the

Drude model and is given by

ǫ = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + γ2
+

ω2
pγ

ω (ω2 + γ2)
(2.22)

The constant γ still represents the losses in the system and is inversely related to τ .

It is also referred to as the collision frequency of the electrons in the bulk material.

If losses are ignored, the Drude model simplifies to

ǫ = 1−
ω2
p

ω2
(2.23)

The behavior of the lossless Drude model in the vicinity of its plasma frequency is

shown in Fig. 2.2.

One of the interesting properties of the Drude model is that the permittivity can

take on negative values at frequencies below the plasma frequency. The permittivity

can also take on a value of zero when the incident field frequency is identical to the

plasma frequency. At the zero frequency limit ǫ → −∞, the material is a perfect
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conductor. On the other hand, at the high frequency limit, ǫ approaches unity

since the wavelength of the exciting field would be comparably short to the atomic

spacing in the metal; this field would pass through the material unobstructed. While

the Drude model is a good approximation to the dielectric response of bulk metals,

further improvements to the model can be made for thin materials.

0 0.5 1 1.5 2
−20

−15

−10

−5

0

ω/ω
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ε

Figure 2.2: Dispersion behavior of the lossless Drude model near its plasma fre-
quency.

2.3 Size-dependent permittivity

The recent push for nanoscale devices has led to a need to make adjustments to the

Drude model when the mean free path of the electrons is smaller than or about equal

to the characteristic lengths of the devices. A simple correction to the Drude model

to account for such effects is to treat the collision frequency as size-dependent. The

idea is that for relatively thin (a few nm) material thicknesses, electrons are less

free to move around and tend to collide more often resulting in an increase in the
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material losses. Such a size-dependent collision frequency is given by

γ(R) = γ∞ +
AυF
R

(2.24)

where γ∞ is the bulk collision frequency, A is a constant assumed to be near unity,

υF is the Fermi velocity of the material, and R is the material thickness. The

size-dependent Drude model is then given by

ǫ(ω,R) = 1−
ω2
p

ω2 + γ2(R)
+

ω2
pγ(R)

ω (ω2 + γ2(R))
(2.25)

Yet another correction to model is to account for interband electron transitions

in the material. The total dielectric response will then be given by the sum of the

contributions from the size-dependent Drude model and the interband transitions,

i.e., as

ǫ(ω,R) = ǫDrude(ω,R) + χIntBand(ω) (2.26)

The experimental measurements of the optical properties of the noble metals by

Johnson and Christy (JC) [29] is a well known study of the index of refraction of

bulk metal films. The JC permittivity is related to the index of refraction by

ǫJC(ω) = n(ω)− k(ω) + i 2n(ω) k(ω) (2.27)

where n and κ are the real and imaginary parts of the index of refraction, respec-

tively. The interband contribution is determined by finding the difference between

the classical size-independent Drude model prediction, ǫDrude(ω), and the experi-

mentally measured JC data by

χInterband(ω) = ǫJC(ω)− ǫDrude(ω) (2.28)
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The final size-dependent permittivity (SDP) model recaptures the JC data in the

bulk film limit (R > 50 nm) and has size-dependent corrections based on the classical

Drude model. While other size-dependent models have been used in the study

of coated nanoparticles [30], the model introduced here along with the material

properties for the noble metals as summarized in Table 2.1 will be used in the

size-dependent permittivity calculations reported in this dissertation.

m∗/m n υf γ∞
1028m−3 106m/s 1013s−1

Silver 0.96 5.85 1.39 2.67308
Gold 0.99 5.90 1.39 3.30952
Copper 1.49 8.45 1.57 3.73810

Table 2.1: Bulk properties of the noble metals considered in this dissertation.

One sees that silver (Ag) has the lowest losses of the three metals while copper (Cu)

has the highest. Ag and Au are commonly used in photonic applications and studies

of nanoparticles because of their lower losses. The permittivity of Ag based on the

size-independent Drude model, JC data, and SDP model for varying film thicknesses

is summarized in Fig. 2.3.

One immediately sees that the real part of the permittivity for Ag is negative

throughout the entire visible regime (400-700 nm) for all of the different thickness

models. As the film thickness is decreased, the real part of the permittivity for the

SDP model shifts towards more positive values. The effect of the film thickness on

the imaginary part for the SDP model is somewhat systematic, and one sees that

the losses radically increase for nanoscale thicknesses.

The permittivity of Au is similar to that of Ag; it is summarized in Fig. 2.4.

However, it is clear that the losses are higher in the visible regime for Au. This

behavior makes Ag a preferred choice for device applications if the material loss is
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Figure 2.3: Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the permittivity of Ag for various
thicknesses as a function of the excitation wavelength.
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Figure 2.4: Real (a) and imaginary (b) parts of the permittivity of Au as a function
of the wavelength.

the only concern, e.g., if oxidation effects are not important. Also, the permittivity

is overall redshifted when compared to Ag suggesting that devices based on Au will

operate in a similar manner to those based on Ag but at longer wavelengths. The

redshifting is more clearly identified when looking at the real part of the index of
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refraction, which is shown in Fig. 2.5. This shift is due to the different plasma

frequencies of Ag and Au. Au possesses a lower plasma frequency than Ag and,

consequently, there is a redshift when comparing Au to Ag. Also, note that the

index of refraction is near zero for these metals, which is something not immediately

clear when examining the permittivity alone and would be something that many

researchers may not recognize.
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Figure 2.5: Dispersion behavior of the real part of the index of refraction for various
thicknesses of (a) Ag and (b) Au.
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CHAPTER 3

MIE THEORY

Mie theory is a well known analytical solution of the scattering of plane waves by

spherical particles. There has been interest in the solutions to light scattering from

spheres for over 150 years [31]. It is the Danish physicist Ludvig Lorenz who is

credited for helping develop the solutions to electromagnetic wave scattering by

dielectric spheres [32]. In 1908, German Physicist Gustav Mie published the general

solution, which bears his name, to plane wave scattering by spheres of arbitrary

composition [3]. Other famous interpretations of Mie scattering appeared in 1941

by Stratton [33], 1957 by van de Hulst [34], and 1969 by Kerker [35]. A wonderful

and rigorous derivation is provided by Bohren and Huffman [36] and will serve as the

inspiration for the following development of Mie theory for the problems of interest

in this dissertation.

3.1 Scattering by a sphere

Consider a sphere of radius a centered at the origin with an x-polarized incident

planewave traveling in the +z direction impinging upon it as shown in Fig. 3.1.

The problem geometry immediately suggests that a spherical coordinate system be

employed. In order to achieve this, one must be able to not only properly express

the incident field in spherical coordinates, but also the vector wave equations.
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Figure 3.1: Plane wave scattering by an arbitrary sphere.

Recall that the time harmonic forms of the Maxwell curl equations in a source

free region of space are

∇× E = iωµH

∇×H = −iωǫE (3.1)

where the fields are assumed to have an e−iωt time dependence and ω is the assumed

angular frequency of the source that produced the electromagnetic wave. The per-

mittivity and permeability of this region of space are, respectively, ǫ and µ. The

corresponding Maxwell divergence equations are

∇ · E = 0

∇ ·H = 0 (3.2)
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These equations can be combined to show that the electric and magnetic fields must

satisfy the homogeneous Helmholtz equations

∇2E+ k2E = 0

∇2H+ k2H = 0 (3.3)

where k is the wave number in the medium and is given by

k2 = ω2ǫµ (3.4)

A vector field M is divergence free if its divergence is identically zero:

∇ ·M = 0 (3.5)

With the vector identity: ∇ · ∇× ≡ 0, one can introduce a scalar field ψ to define

the vector field M such that

M = ∇× (ψA) (3.6)

where A is an arbitrary vector. With additional vector identities and some algebra,

it can be shown that the Helmholtz equation for M can be written as

∇2M+ k2M = ∇×
[ (

∇2ψ + k2ψ
)

A
]

(3.7)

This means M is a solution of the homogeneous vector Helmholtz equation if ψ is a

solution of the homogeneous scalar Helmholtz equation, i.e., if

∇2ψ + k2ψ = 0 (3.8)

This result is highly desirable since a scalar Helmholtz equation is much easier to

solve in general than its vector counterpart.

A second divergence-free vector field, N, also can be introduced that is con-

structed from M as

N =
∇×M

k
(3.9)
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The vector fields M and N then have the following properties

∇ ·M = 0, ∇×M = kN

∇ ·N = 0, ∇×N = kM
(3.10)

i.e., they are divergence free and are coupled through curl equations. These relations

are the same as those satisfied by an electromagnetic field. Therefore, they can be

used to construct the electric and magnetic fields that satisfy the time harmonic

Maxwell’s equations. If the vector A is chosen to be the radial vector in spherical

coordinates, r = r r̂, then the expression for M becomes

M = ∇× (ψ r) (3.11)

The vector field M and, hence, N will then be a solution of the homogeneous vector

Helmholtz equation in the spherical coordinate system with desirable “transverse to

r̂” properties which will exploited later.

In order to solve for M and N, the scalar Helmholtz equation for ψ has to be

solved. In spherical coordinates, this equation becomes

1

r2
∂

∂r

(

r2
∂ψ

∂r

)

+
1

r2 sin θ

∂

∂θ

(

sin θ
∂ψ

∂θ

)

+
1

r2 sin θ

∂2ψ

∂φ2
+ k2ψ = 0 (3.12)

A separation of variables approach is used to find separable solutions of the form

ψ(r, θ, φ) = R(r)Θ(θ)Φ(φ) (3.13)

The corresponding separation equations become

d2Φ

dφ2
+m2Φ = 0 (3.14)

1

sin θ

d

dθ

(

sin θ
dΘ

dθ

)

+

[

n(n + 1)− m2

sin2 θ

]

Θ = 0 (3.15)
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d

dr

(

r2
dR

dr

)

+
[

k2r2 − n(n + 1)
]

R = 0 (3.16)

wherem and n are the separation constants. The solutions to (3.14) that are linearly

independent can be expressed as

Φe(φ) = cosmφ

Φo(φ) = sinmφ (3.17)

where the subscripts e and o denote the even and odd solutions, respectively. The

solutions to (3.15) are the associated Legendre polynomials of degree n and order

m with argument cos θ, i.e.,

Θ(θ) = Pm
n (cos θ) (3.18)

The linearly-independent solutions to the radial equation (3.16) are the spherical

Bessel functions. They are related to the cylindrical Bessel functions as

jn(ρ) =

√

π

2ρ
Jn+1/2 (ρ)

yn(ρ) =

√

π

2ρ
Yn+1/2 (ρ) (3.19)

where jn and yn are the spherical Bessel functions of the first and second kinds, re-

spectively; and Jn and Yn are the cylindrical Bessel and Neumann functions, respec-

tively. Any linear combination of these solutions is also a solution. It is convenient

then to introduce the spherical Hankel functions

h(1)n (ρ) = jn(ρ) + i yn(ρ)

h(2)n (ρ) = jn(ρ)− i yn(ρ) (3.20)
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The solutions to the scalar wave equation in spherical coordinates can then be

written as

ψemn = cos(mφ)Pm
n (cos θ)zn(kr)

ψomn = sin(mφ)Pm
n (cos θ)zn(kr) (3.21)

where zn represents any of the previously mentioned spherical Bessel functions.

There are four spherical harmonic-based vector fields of interest:

Memn = ∇× (ψemn r)

Momn = ∇× (ψomn r)

Nemn =
∇×Memn

k

Nomn =
∇×Momn

k
(3.22)

They are called the multipole or vector spherical harmonic solutions of the homo-

geneous vector Helmholtz equation.

While we have arrived at the desired solution form in spherical coordinates, we

must still express a plane wave in terms of these spherical harmonic functions to

solve the scattering problem. The derivation is presented thoroughly in [36], and

the only the final results will be reviewed briefly here. An incident plane wave field

can be written in terms of the spherical vector harmonics as:

Ei = E0

∞
∑

n=1

in
2n+ 1

n(n + 1)

(

M
(1)
o1n − iN

(1)
e1n

)

Hi =
−k
ωµ

E0

∞
∑

n=1

in
2n+ 1

n(n + 1)

(

M
(1)
e1n + iN

(1)
o1n

)

(3.23)

where E0 is the magnitude of the incident field. In principle, an infinite number

of orders is needed to represent properly the plane wave over all space. However,
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for finite distances away from its reference point, it is possible to truncate the

summation and approximate the plane wave behavior. The corresponding vector

harmonic functions used in (3.23) are given explicitly by the expressions:

Mo1n = cosφ πn(cos θ) zn(ρ)êθ − sin φ τn(cos θ) zn(ρ)êφ

Me1n = − sin φ πn(cos θ) zn(ρ)êθ − cosφ τn(cos θ) zn(ρ)êφ

No1n = sin φ n(n + 1) sin θ πn(cos θ)
zn(ρ)

ρ
êρ + cosφ τn(cos θ)

1

ρ

∂

∂ρ
[ρ zn(ρ)]êθ

+cosφ πn(cos θ)
1

ρ

∂

∂ρ
[ρ zn(ρ)]êφ

Ne1n = cosφ n(n+ 1) sin θ πn(cos θ)
zn(ρ)

ρ
êρ + cos φ τn(cos θ)

1

ρ

∂

∂ρ
[ρ zn(ρ)]êθ

− sin φ πn(cos θ)
1

ρ

∂

∂ρ
[ρ zn(ρ)]êφ (3.24)

where the superscripts attached to the vector harmonics indicate the type of spher-

ical Bessel function zn with (1), (2), and (3) denoting jn(kr), yn(kr), and h
(1)
n (kr),

respectively. The value of k in the argument of the Bessel functions is the corre-

sponding wave number in the medium in which the fields are being calculated. The

choice of h
(1)
n is a consequence of the choice of the e−iωt time convention; it properly

describes a spherical wave decaying at large distances from the origin. The choice

of which zn to use in any given region is made based on the boundary conditions for

the Maxwell equations, i.e., the 1/r decay of the field at infinity and the demand

that the fields have finite energy in any finite region of space.

The spherical Bessel functions follow the recurrence relations

zn−1(ρ) + zn+1(ρ) =
2n+ 1

ρ
zn(ρ) (3.25)

d

dρ
zn(ρ) =

n

2n+ 1
zn−1(ρ)−

n+ 1

2n+ 1
zn+1(ρ) (3.26)
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where zn is either the spherical Bessel, jn, or Neumann, yn, function. Equation

3.26 is a computationally time saving relation in generating the expressions for the

fields and their properties of interest. Because the derivatives are well known in this

manner, they do not have to be derived by a symbolic manipulation package for

programs such as Matlab.

It is convenient in writing the field expressions to introduce the angle dependent

functions:

πn(θ) =
P 1
n(cos θ)

sin θ
, τn =

dP 1
n(cos θ)

dθ
(3.27)

where P 1
n(x) is the associated Legendre polynomial with m = 1. These angle de-

pendent functions satisfy the recurrence relations

πn =
2n− 1

n− 1
cos θ πn−1 −

n

n− 1
πn−2 (3.28)

τn = n cos θ πn − (n+ 1)πn−1 (3.29)

with π0 = 0 and π1 = 1.

For the plane wave scattering problem examined here, the scattered fields are

also written in terms of the vector harmonics. It is also convenient to introduce the

constants, En, which are given by

En = E0 i
n 2n + 1

n(n+ 1)
(3.30)

Since the incident field is only defined outside of the sphere, the total fields inside

the sphere are comprised solely of the scattered field components and are given by
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the expressions

E1 =
∞
∑

n=1

En

(

cnM
(1)
o1n − idnN

(1)
e1n

)

H1 =
−k1
ωµ1

∞
∑

n=1

En

(

dnM
(1)
e1n + icnN

(1)
o1n

)

(3.31)

and in the same manner the scattered fields in the external medium outside the

sphere are

Es =
∞
∑

n=1

En

(

ianN
(3)
e1n − bnM

(3)
o1n

)

Hs =
−k
ωµ

∞
∑

n=1

En

(

bnN
(3)
o1n + anM

(1)
e1n

)

(3.32)

where an, bn, cn and dn are the expansion coefficients of the internal and external

scattered fields, respectively. Understanding the choice of which Bessel function is

used in what region is important. The superscript (1) indicates that jn(ρ) is used in

the calculation of the fields inside the particle since the boundary conditions require

that they be finite at the origin. The external scattered fields employ h
(1)
n to ensure

that the field propagates outwardly from the origin in a causal manner and decay

like 1/r at infinity.

The last step in solving the plane wave scattering problem is to determine the

scattered field expansion coefficients from their incident plane wave counterparts

through the use of the boundary conditions for the tangential components of the

total electric and magnetic fields at the particle surface. In particular, the bound-

ary (interface) conditions for an interface with no free charges or currents require
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continuity of the tangential field components. At the particle surface, this requires:

(Es + Ei −E1)× r̂ = 0

(Hs +Hi −H1)× r̂ = 0 (3.33)

where, for instance, Es + Ei and E1 are, respectively, the total electric fields in the

exterior and interior regions of the sphere. These interface conditions yield a set of

four equations that need to be solved simultaneously. To simplify these expressions,

it is convenient to introduce the Ricatti-Bessel functions

ψn(ρ) = ρ jn(ρ)

χn(ρ) = −ρ yn(ρ)

ξn(ρ) = ρ h(1)n (ρ) (3.34)

Then, the four equations arising from the boundary conditions are

anµ1ξn(x) + dnµψn(mx) = µ1ψn(x)

anmξ
′
n(x) + dnψ

′
n(mx) = mψ′

n(x)

bnmξn(x) + cnψn(mx) = mψn(x)

bnµ1ξ
′
n(x) + cnµψ

′
n(mx) = µ1ψ

′
n(x) (3.35)

which can be solved by substitution to find the coefficients

an =
µmψn(mx)ψ

′
n(x)− µ1ψn(x)ψ

′
n(mx)

µmψn(mx)ξ′n(x)− µ1ξn(x)ψ′
n(mx)

bn =
µ1ψn(mx)ψ

′
n(x)− µmψn(x)ψ

′
n(mx)

µ1ψn(mx)ξ′n(x)− µmξn(x)ψ′
n(mx)

cn =
µ1ψn(x)ξ

′
n(x)− µ1ξn(x)ψ

′
n(x)

µ1ψn(mx)ξ′n(x)− µξn(x)ψ′
n(mx)

dn =
µ1mψn(x)ξ

′
n(x)− µ1mξn(x)ψ

′
n(x)

µ1m2ψn(mx)ξ′n(x)− µ1ξn(x)ψ′
n(mx)

(3.36)
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As will be discussed in the following sections, the Mie problem and its solutions can

be extended readily to multi-layered spheres.

3.2 Coated Sphere

The Mie problem solution can be extended to multilayered (coated) spheres by

determining the fields in each region and ensuring the continuity of the tangential

field components across each interface. Consider a plane wave impinging upon a

two-layer sphere of arbitrary orientation and composition as depicted in Fig. 3.2.

Note that the shell region is denoted by the parameters ǫ2, µ2 and radius R2.

Figure 3.2: Depiction of plane wave scattering by a sphere of arbitrary composition
whose layers are defined by the material parameters ǫi, µi and radii Ri.

While the fields in the core are required to be finite at the origin, which excludes

the spherical Neumann functions from the expansion, this is not required in the

shell. In fact, to properly represent the partial standing waves that can exist in the

shell, the radial behavior of the spherical harmonics representing the fields in the
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shell are written as a sum of both the jn and yn harmonics. The fields in the shell

region then take the form:

E2 =

∞
∑

n=1

En

(

fnM
(1)
o1n − ignN

(1)
e1n + vnM

(2)
o1n − iwnN

(2)
e1n

)

H2 =
−k2
ωµ2

∞
∑

n=1

En

(

gnM
(1)
e1n + ifnN

(1)
o1n + wnM

(2)
e1n + ivnN

(2)
o1n

)

(3.37)

Consequently, the total fields in the three regions can then be written as

Etotal =























E1 0 ≤ r < R1

E2 R1 ≤ r < R2

Es + Ei R2 ≤ r

(3.38)

where E1 (3.31) is the field in the core region, E2 (3.37) is the field in the shell

region, and Es (3.32) and Ei (3.23) are the scattered and incident fields in the

external medium, respectively.

The expansion coefficients an, bn, cn, dn, fn, gn, vn, wn are the unknowns. They

can be obtained from the interface conditions. In particular, we first write the

boundary conditions to ensure continuity of the tangential field components across

the interfaces as

(E2 −E1)× r̂ = 0, (H2 −H1)× r̂ = 0, r = R1

(Es + Ei −E2)× r̂ = 0, (Hs +Hi −H2)× r̂ = 0, r = R2

(3.39)

These four boundary conditions result in eight equations that must be solved simul-

taneously to determine the expansion coefficients. This is most readily accomplished

by writing this set in matrix form, i.e., as

AB = C (3.40)
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where A, B, and C are, respectively,

A =















































−µ2ξn(y) 0 0 0 0 −µψn(m2y) 0 µχn(m2y)

−m2ξ
′
n(y) 0 0 0 0 −ψ′

n(m2y) 0 χ′
n(m2y)

0 m2ξn(y) 0 0 ψn(m2y) 0 χn(m2y) 0

0 µ2ξ
′
n(y) 0 0 µψ′

n(m2y) 0 −µχ′
n(m2y) 0

0 0 −m2ψn(m1x) 0 m1ψn(m2x) 0 −m1χn(m2x) 0

0 0 µ2ψ
′
n(m1x) 0 −µ1ψ

′
n(m2x) 0 µ1χ

′
n(m2x) 0

0 0 0 −µ2ψn(m1x) 0 µ1ψn(m2x) 0 −µ1χn(m2x)

0 0 0 m2ψ
′
n(m1x) 0 −m1ψ

′
n(m2x) 0 m1χ

′
n(m2x)















































B =















































an

bn

cn

dn

fn

gn

vn

wn















































, C =















































−µ2 ψn(y)

−m2 ψ
′
n(y)

m2 ψn(y)

µ2 ψ
′
n(y)

0

0

0

0















































(3.41)

The parameters m1 and m2 are the indexes of refraction of the core and shell regions

relative to the external medium value and x = kR1 and y = kR2 are the electrical

size parameters in the core and shell regions, respectively.

We are interested in the field coefficients, which can be solved by multiplying

both sides by the inverse matrix A−1:

B = A−1C (3.42)

While seemingly a simple enough process, in practice this inverse of A is tedious

to solve analytically. On the other hand, numerical packages such as Matlab and
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Mathematica have routines to solve for the pseudo-inverse ofA, which can be quickly

determined. It is often the case that A can be badly conditioned for higher values of

n. Nonetheless, even though the expansion for the fields is an infinite sum, usually

only the first few orders of the expansion coefficients are non-trivial in magnitude

and the sum can be truncated without impacting the final results. This condition

depends on the particle size since larger particles will scatter more modes than

smaller particles. A general rule of thumb is to truncate the series at a mode

number approximately ten times the largest electrical size in the problem. Since

the problems reported below are electrically small, only the first three or four terms

actually contribute to the expansions.

3.3 N-layer sphere

It was shown that solving the coated sphere, i.e., the two-layer, problem was a

fairly straightforward advance from the single-layer case. Generalizing this solution

approach to an arbitrary number of layers is also straightforward. Again, each

region possesses specific material properties ǫ, µ, which are generally wavelength

dependent. For N layers there will be N corresponding radii and N + 1 sets of

material properties (i.e., an extra one for the external medium). It is convenient

to assign subscripts to these values to handle the bookkeeping. In our solution

convention for the N-layer problem, which deviates by choice from the notation of

the previous two sections, we will call the outermost shell of the sphere the first

layer and the core the Nth layer. Then we have the radii:

Ri for i = 1, . . . , N (3.43)
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The index of refraction of the i-th layer, Ni, is:

Ni =
√
ǫi µi = ni + i κi (3.44)

and, consequently, the complex wave number also associated with it is

ki = k0Ni (3.45)

where k0 = ω/c is the vacuum wave number, c being the speed of light in vacuum.

It is again convenient to introduce the size parameter qi and the relative index mi

of the layers

qi = kRi

mi =
Ni

N
(3.46)

where k andN are the wave number and refractive index associated with the external

medium, respectively. As noted previously, given N layers, there will be N + 1

regions in which to develop the expressions for the electric and magnetic fields

and N interfaces over which the tangential components of those fields must be

continuous. Those boundary conditions for the external medium-shell interface are

given explicitly by the relations

cn,1 µ1ξn(q1) + cn,3 µψn(m1q1)− cn,4 µχn(m1q1) = µ1ψn(q1)

cn,1m1ξ
′
n(y) + cn,3 ψ

′
n(m1q1)− cn,4 χ

′
n(m1q1) = m1ψ

′
n(q1) (3.47)

and

cn,2m1ξn(q1) + cn,5 ψn(m1q1)− cn,6 χn(m1q1) = m1ψn(q1)

cn,2 µ1ξ
′
n(q1) + cn,5 µψ

′
n(m1q1)− cn,6 µχ

′
n(m1q1) = µ1ψ

′
n(q1) (3.48)
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where cn,j are the field expansion coefficients of order n and index j, j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 6}.

In general, for an N -layer sphere there will be 4N boundary conditions and 4N

expansion coefficients that must be obtained. There are two expansion coefficients

for the scattered field cn,1 and cn,2, which each lead to two expansion coefficients in

the outer shell such that cn,1 → cn,3 & cn,4 while cn,2 → cn,5 & cn,6. Note that the

ψn terms are associated with the incident field coefficients. Grouping the expansion

coefficients this way helps keep the terms and expressions organized as the number

of layers increases. In a similar manner, the boundary conditions for the interface

between the i-th and (i+ 1)-th regions are given by the equations:

c(n,3+l)µi+1ψn(mi qi+1) − c(n,4+l)µi+1χn(mi qi+1) − c(n,7+l)µiψn(mi+1 qi+1) + c(n,8+l)µiχn(mi+1 qi+1) = 0

−c(n,3+l)mi+1ψ
′
n(mi qi+1) + c(n,4+l)mi+1χ

′
n(mi qi+1) + c(n,7+l)miψ

′
n(mi+1 qi+1)− c(n,8+l)miχ

′
n(mi+1 qi+1) = 0

(3.49)

and

c(n,5+l)mi+1ψn(mi qi+1) − c(n,6+l)mi+1χn(mi qi+1)− c(n,9+l)miψn(mi+1 qi+1) + c(n,10+l)miχn(mi+1 qi+1) = 0

−c(n,5+l)µi+1ψ
′
n(mi qi+1) + c(n,6+l)µi+1χ

′
n(mi qi+1) + c(n,9+l)µiψ

′
n(mi+1 qi+1) − c(n,10+l)µiχ

′
n(mi+1 qi+1) = 0

(3.50)

where l = 4(i− 1). The right hand sides of these equations are zero because these

interior interfaces do not involve any incident field terms. Additionally, there are

eight unknown terms involved for each multipole order in (3.49) and (3.50) rather

than the six with the outer boundary conditions (3.47) and (3.48) because two of the

terms are the incident field n-th order terms. The inner-most shell-core boundary

conditions are given by

c(n,4N−5)µNψn(mN−1 qN) − c(n,4N−4)µNχn(mN−1 qN ) − c(n,4N−1)µN−1ψn(mN qN) = 0

−c(n,4N−5)mNψ
′
n(mN−1 qN) + c(n,4N−4)mNχ

′
n(mN−1 qN) + c(n,4N−1)mN−1ψ

′
n(mN qN )= 0

(3.51)
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and

c(n,4N−3)mNψn(mN−1 qN) − c(n,4N−2)mNχn(mN−1 qN )− c(n,4N)mN−1ψn(mN qN )= 0

−c(n,4N−3)µNψ
′
n(mN−1 qN ) + c(n,4N−2)µNχ

′
n(mN−1 qN) + c(n,4N)µN−1ψ

′
n(mN qN) = 0

(3.52)

As with the outer interface conditions (3.47) and (3.48), these inner most interface

conditions only involve six unknowns. This occurs because, as noted previously,

there are no Neumann function terms in the core region, which encloses the coordi-

nate origin.

Finally, the set of coefficients (cn,1, . . . , cn,4N) can be found by solving the matrix

equation

Ax = b (3.53)

where A is the 4N × 4N matrix that is populated by the terms from the boundary

conditions, x is the 4N × 1 vector containing the expansion coefficients, and b is

the 4N × 1 vector containing the terms from the right hand sides of the boundary

conditions. The expansion coefficient are again solved for by multiplying both sides

by A−1 so that

x = A−1b (3.54)

The fields in the various regions follow the forms discussed for those in the two-layer

coated sphere problem with the exception that there are now N + 1 regions and,

hence, 4N field components that could be obtained if desired. If the field distribu-

tions are plotted in the discussions below, these components will have been calcu-

lated. On the other hand, there are figures of merit and properties associated with

the scattering that only require the coefficients themselves once those expressions

are obtained. These include, for instance, the scattering, absorption and extinction

cross sections and efficiencies and the far-field field and intensity patterns.
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3.4 Power and efficiencies

The flow of electromagnetic power is given by the Poynting vector, which in time

harmonic form can be written as:

S =
1

2
Re {E×H∗} (3.55)

In the external medium the total field is composed of the incident and scattered

fields. This allows one to break up the total power flow vector into a a sum of three

parts, i.e.,

S =
1

2
Re {E×H∗} = Si + Ss + Sext (3.56)

where Si and Ss, are the Poynting vectors for the incident and scattered fields,

respectively, and Sext is the Poynting vector arising from the interaction of the

incident and scattered fields. Explicitly, expanding eq. (3.56) gives expressions for

these individual Poynting vectors:

Si =
1

2
Re {Ei ×H∗

i }

Ss =
1

2
Re {Es ×H∗

s}

Sext =
1

2
Re {Ei ×H∗

s + Es ×H∗
i } (3.57)

The amount of power absorbed by a particle is then the flux of the Poynting vector

through the surface of the particle and is given by

Wa = −
∫

A

S · êr dA (3.58)

where êr is the outward pointing normal to the surface of the particle. Analogously

with the total Poynting vector, the absorbed power may be written as a sum of

the incident, scattered, and extinguished powers: Wa =Wi −Ws +Wext, where the
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individual powers are given by

Wi = −
∫

A

Si · êr dA

Ws =

∫

A

Ss · êr dA

Wext = −
∫

A

Sext · êr dA (3.59)

Because the incident field is defined independently of the presence of any particle,

the amount of incident power entering the particle equals the amount leaving it.

Consequently, Wi vanishes, i.e., Wi ≡ 0; and the absorbed power is then given

simply as: Wa = −Ws+Wext. This allows one to write the total extinguished power

as

Wext =Ws +Wa (3.60)

The scattering cross section of the particle relates the amount of power scattered

by the particle to the intensity of light incident upon it. The scattering, extinction,

and absorption cross sections are explicitly given by the following multipole-based

series expansions

Cscat =
Ws

Ii
=

2π

k2

∞
∑

n=1

(2n+ 1)
(

|an|2 + |bn|2
)

Cext =
Wext

Ii
=

2π

k2

∞
∑

n=1

(2n+ 1)Re {an + bn}

Cabs =
Wa

Ii
=

2π

k2

∞
∑

n=1

(2n+ 1)Re
{

an + bn − |an|2 + |bn|2
}

(3.61)

where the an and bn are, respectively, the expansion coefficients of the TM and TE

scattered fields, which were discussed in the previous sections. The corresponding

efficiencies are dimensionless quantities relating the effective cross sections to the
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geometrical cross section of the particle and are given by the expressions:

Qscat =
Cscat

πR2
max

, Qext =
Cext

πR2
max

, Qabs =
Cabs

πR2
max

(3.62)

where Rmax is the maximum radius of the nano-particle. In the same manner that

Wext can be written as the sum of the absorbed and scattered powers, the extinction

efficiency Qext can be written as the sum of the absorption and scattering efficiencies:

Qext = Qscat +Qabs (3.63)

For active particles, i.e., particles containing gain media, it is possible for the ab-

sorbed power, Wa, to become negative leading to a negative value for Qabs. This

behavior indicates that fields are being amplified inside the particle. If the negative

absorption becomes greater than the losses in the media involved within the parti-

cle, the extinction cross section becomes negative, i.e., Qext < 0. This means those

losses have been overcome, and the scattered field will become large as the incident

field power is being amplified.

3.5 Far-field behaviors

Another interesting property of the Mie solution is that the observed scattered fields

are angularly dependent. The angle-dependent scattering amplitudes are given by

the expressions:

S1(θ) =

∞
∑

n=1

2n+ 1

n(n + 1)
(anπn(cos θ) + bnτn(cos θ)) (3.64)

S2(θ) =

∞
∑

n=1

2n+ 1

n(n + 1)
(anτn(cos θ) + bnπn(cos θ)) (3.65)

where it is to be noted that there is no φ dependence because the scatterer is

spherical. The angle-dependent scattering amplitudes are related to the parallel
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and perpendicular scattering intensities as

I‖ = |S2(θ)|2 (3.66)

I⊥ = |S1(θ)|2 (3.67)

where I‖ and I⊥ are the scattered field intensities in the planes parallel and per-

pendicular to the plane of incidence, respectively. For the problem configuration

selected here, I‖ and I⊥ are the intensities in the xz and yz planes, respectively.

Figure 3.3 shows the scattered far-field patterns of the first several TM and TE

modes. When multiple modes are excited at the same time, a variety of interesting

far-field patterns can be constructed.
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Figure 3.3: Normalized far-field patterns of the TM (a,c,e) and TE (b,d,f) resonant
dipole, quadrupole, and octopole modes, respectively.
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3.6 Particles small compared to the wavelength

Perhaps the most well-known results of scattering theory are those for particles

small compared to the wavelength of light. In this electrically small particle regime,

approximations for the scattered field expansions can be achieved. In particular,

Rayleigh’s formulas allow one to write the spherical Bessel functions in terms of

sines and cosines as:

jn(x) = (−x)n
(

1

x

d

dx

)n
sin x

x

yn(x) = −(−x)n
(

1

x

d

dx

)n
cosx

x
(3.68)

The first two spherical Bessel functions are given by

j0(x) =
sin x

x

j1(x) =
sin x

x2
− cosx

x
(3.69)

and the first two spherical Neumann functions are given by

y0(x) =
− cosx

x

y1(x) =
− cosx

x2
− sin x

x
(3.70)

One finds, for instance, that j0, is an unnormalized sinc function. The sine and

cosine functions have polynomial forms that are obtained readily through their well

known Taylor series expansions as

sin x =

∞
∑

0

(−1)nx2n+1

(2n+ 1)!
= x− x3

3!
+
x5

5!
− x7

7!
+ · · ·

cosx =

∞
∑

0

(−1)nx2n

(2n)!
= 1− x2

2!
+
x4

4!
− x6

6!
+ · · · (3.71)
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Recall the form of the Ricatti-Bessel functions (3.34). Using the relations: (3.69),

(3.70), (3.71), the first terms of the Ricatti-Bessel functions can be written in poly-

nomial form as

ψ1(ρ) ≃
ρ2

3
− ρ4

30

ψ′
1(ρ) ≃

2ρ

3
− 2ρ3

15

χ1(ρ) ≃ −1

ρ
− ρ

2

χ′
1(ρ) ≃

1

ρ2
− 1

2

ξ1(1) ≃ − i

ρ
− iρ

2
+
ρ2

3

ξ′1(ρ) ≃
i

ρ2
− i

2
+

2ρ

3
(3.72)

and then substituted into eq. (3.36). After some manipulations, the first order

scattering coefficients for a (one layer) particle in vacuum are obtained. They can

be expressed as

a1 ∼ −
(

ǫ− 1

ǫ+ 2

)

(k0a)
3

b1 ∼ −
(

µ− 1

µ+ 2

)

(k0a)
3 (3.73)

where ǫ, µ, and a are the permittivity, permeability, and radius of the scatterer,

respectively. The leading term of the intensity of the scattered field can then be

expressed as

I ∝
∣

∣

∣

∣

a1E0

−ik0r

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

=
1 + cos2 θ

2r2
a6

(2π)4

λ4

(

ǫ− 1

ǫ+ 2

)2

I0 (3.74)

It is clear immediately that the scattered intensity falls off as 1/λ4. This behavior is

ubiquitously known as Rayleigh scattering and explains why the sky is blue [37, 38,
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39, 40]. Another consequence unveiled by these simplifications is that the scattering

is largely dependent on the particle radius a, meaning that larger particles scatter

more intensely. This is particularly true for particles in the size regime, k0a≪ 1.

While it is to be expected that the scattering behavior of these tiny particles

depends on their material parameters, it is nonetheless a very surprising result that

these particles can possess strong resonances. For a lossless particle in vacuum, the

expressions for a1 and b1 (eq. 3.73) blow up when ǫ, µ = −2. While this criterion

will change accordingly when the particle is embedded in different dielectric media,

the resonance behavior nevertheless persists. For most optical materials, magnetic

effects are considered negligible and µ = µ0. However, as previously discussed in

Chap. 2, it is possible to have epsilon negative (ENG) materials and, subsequently,

create highly subwavelength resonators. However, this ENG behavior is immedi-

ately accompanied by losses associated with the imaginary part of the permittivity.

These losses ultimately limit the strength of any particle resonance. As noted in

the previous chapter, the noble metals possess this negative permittivity behavior

in the optical regime and are the basis of the scattering problems studied in this

dissertation.
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CHAPTER 4

PASSIVE NANOPARTICLES

The behaviors of nanoparticles are best understood by first investigating their pas-

sive versions, i.e., NPs when there is no active material present. We have investigated

the optical properties of a variety of solid and coated nanoparticles. In particular,

the effects of the material properties, i.e., the permittivity choices, and the particle

geometries, i.e., the thicknesses of the layers and the overall NP sizes, were investi-

gated. The performances characteristics uncovered with these numerous parameter

studies are reported in this chapter.

4.1 Solid plasmonic nanoparticles

As discussed in Chap. 3, it is possible for highly subwavelength particles to possess

strong resonances through the excitations of surface plasmon polariton modes. Re-

call that the condition for this to occur is satisfied when the particle has a relative

permittivity ǫ = −2. As discussed previously, this is possible with metals, but not

without the presence of losses as governed by the Kramers-Kronig relations.

Different metals possess different plasma frequencies due to variations in their

electron densities as well as other parameters. Aluminum (Al) possesses a plasma

frequency deep in the UV regime. At an incident field energy of 8.8 eV (i.e., for a

wavelength λ = 140.89 nm), an Al nanoparticle takes on the value of its permittivity:

ǫ = −2 + 0.2i. The behavior of an incident field of this energy interacting with an

Al nanoparticle of electrical size ka = 0.3 is shown in Fig. 4.1. The electric field
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Figure 4.1: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
Poynting vector field: Si + Sext, and its streamlines when a plane wave is scattered
from an aluminum particle with ǫ = −2 + 0.2i.

contours show a strong localization of the incident field on the top and bottom of

the sphere corresponding to the induced poles formed from the associated electric

dipole resonance of this nanoparticle. The streamlines of the Poynting vector field

highlight the powerflow behavior in the vicinity of the particle. The resonant dipole

fields generated by the Al NP are clearly seen in its electric field distribution. The

resonant dipole field in the Al NP pushes power out of its front (away from the

source) side and pulls it into its back (towards the source) side forming vortices

around its poles.

For optical applications in the visible regime, other metals must be considered.

Gold (Au) and silver (Ag) are the most commonly investigated metals for optical
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Figure 4.2: Resonance behaviors of the cross sections of solid Ag nanoparticles as
functions of the excitation wavelength for various sizes.

nanoparticles. The resonance behaviors of the cross sections of various sized solid

Ag nanoparticles (NPs) are illustrated in Fig. 4.2 as functions of the excitation

wavelength. The magnitude of Qext is clearly increasing with the particle size due

to the onset of increased scattering. At extremely small particle sizes (ka < 0.2), the

resonance behavior is dominated by absorption. Non-trivial scattering effects occur

only for larger particle sizes. While the magnitude of the resonance peaks increases

in this range of particle sizes (in general there is a finite range where this is true),

there is little change in the resonance wavelength. This behavior is a consequence

of the form of the Mie solution and the permittivity of Ag. As shown in Chap. 2,

the noble metals have permittivities that depend on their various electron densities.

This property was captured in their SDP models through the corresponding plasma
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frequencies.

Figure 4.3 compares the resonance behaviors of the cross-sections of 30 nm radii

Ag and Au NPs. There is a noticeable redshift in the plasmon resonance for Au NPs

(λ ≈ 520 nm) from that of Ag NPs (λ ≈ 360 nm), which coincides with the redshift

of the plasma frequency between bulk Au and Ag. While Au NPs have a plasmon

resonance in the visible regime, the losses associated with the imaginary part of the

permittivity of Au are large there. Ag, on the other hand, while having a plasmon

resonance in the UV, has fewer losses than Au in the visible regime and is better

suited for potential applications where bio/enviro-compatibility is not a concern.

In order to tune the plasmon frequencies of these solid NPs, other materials and

designs have to be considered.
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Figure 4.3: Resonance behaviors of the cross sections of 30 nm (a) Ag and (b) Au
nanoparticles as functions of the excitation wavelength.
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4.2 Coated nanoparticles

Solid NPs possess strong plasmonic resonances, but are limited to resonance wave-

lengths determined by their electrical properties independent of their relative size

and geometry. The introduction, for instance, of dielectric materials in the spherical

particle design to facilitate multilayered structures such as core-shell NPs introduces

tunability of those plasmon resonances. Typically dielectrics are employed as the

core materials and are then coated with plasmonic shells to create coated nanopar-

ticles (CNPs). Silica (ǫ = 2.05) is the most common choice for the core material,

as the process to prepare silica NPs has been well studied [41, 42, 43, 44]. The

tunability is controlled by the material geometry, which not only encompasses the

material permittivities but also the layer radii. The effect of the shell thickness on

the resonance location of a CNP with a silica core of radius 24 nm is summarized

in Fig. 4.4.

It is clear that the resonance can be tuned by changing the shell thickness of the

Ag/SiO2 CNP. The increase in shell thickness actually leads to a blue shifting of the

resonance; this property is not immediately intuitive. One would expect a larger

particle to resonate at longer wavelengths, which is true for purely dielectric spheres.

Also, the larger shell thicknesses introduce more lossy material to the structure. One

would then expect to redshift the resonance as well, but this is not the case at least

for thicknesses on this scale. These are some of the interesting consequences of the

Mie solution for coated spheres.

The choice of the dielectric core material also influences the CNP resonance

location. The effect of the core material index of refraction on the resonance behavior

of a Ag/SiO2 with 24 nm core and 6 nm thick shell is summarized in Fig. 4.5. Again,

the impact of the index of the core material on the resonance location is not intuitive.
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Figure 4.4: Resonance behaviors of the cross sections of the Ag/SiO2 CNPs for a
fixed core radius of 24 nm and various shell thicknesses.

For dielectric particles of the same radius, one would expect the resonance to blue

shift as the material index is increased, but the opposite is true for these CNPs. The

reason for this is another consequence of the Mie solution. While the solution to

the coated sphere problem is generally different from the bare or uncoated sphere,

the behavior in the subwavelength (Rayleigh scattering) limit is similar. Recall the

form of Eq. (3.73), which indicates that subwavelength spheres would possess strong

resonances if the sphere’s permittivity reached a value of ǫ = −2 in an external

medium this is vacuum. If the particle was embedded in a medium with a larger

index, the same resonance condition, Eq. (3.73), would require a correspondingly

larger negative value of ǫ. This occurs in metals at longer wavelengths (smaller
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frequencies) as predicted by the Drude model (i.e., see Eq. (2.23) and Figs. 2.3,2.4).

These properties explain the redshifting of the CNP resonance seen in Fig. 4.5.
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Figure 4.5: Resonance behaviors of the cross sections of the 30-24 nm Ag/SiO2 CNP
for various indexes of refraction of the core material.

Both the radius and core material can be tuned to optimize the performance

of the CNP throughout the visible regime. While passive CNPs possess strong

resonances, the overall strength of these resonances is limited by the losses in the

metal. If these losses could be eliminated from the system, the resonance strength

could be greatly enhanced. In the following chapter it will be shown how these losses

can be overcome through the introduction of gain material in the dielectric.
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CHAPTER 5

ACTIVE NANOPARTICLES

One of the successful outcomes of metamaterial research has been the realization

that the juxtaposition of two materials, one with positive material properties and

the other with negative ones, can be used to create electrically small resonators

[45]. This design paradigm led to the investigation of ultra-thin planar [46] and

electrically small spherical [18] cavities formed by combining a normal dielectric,

i.e., a double positive (DPS) material, with an epsilon-negative (ENG) material. An

immediate application was to realize highly subwavelength lasers [18] and amplifiers

[47]. Experimentation of these concepts is possible because noble metals, such as

silver or gold, are naturally occurring ENG materials at optical frequencies. One

of the best known effects associated with optics at surfaces is the occurrence of

plasmons on an interface between DPS and ENG materials [48]. Because plasmons

are catalysts for wave coupling over a wide dynamic range of wave vectors, they have

been intensely studied for numerous applications, including coherent light sources.

It was recognized in the seminal work [19] that plasmon-based amplification is

possible and desirable. This physics has stimulated, for example, a wide range of

theoretical, simulation, and experimental efforts to compensate losses due to ab-

sorption in metals, which causes damping of localized surface plasmons (SPs) and

propagating surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs), by introducing optical gain into

the medium adjacent to a metallic surface (e.g., [49, 50, 51, 52, 53]). This issue

also has been investigated vigorously to improve the loss figure of merit of optical

metamaterials (e.g.,[22, 54, 55, 56, 57]) and to achieve lasing spasers [58]. The first
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experimental demonstration of compensating Joule losses in metallic photonic meta-

materials using optically pumped PbS semiconductor quantum dots was reported in

[59]. Lossless optical metamaterials recently have been demonstrated experimentally

in a gain-impregnated fishnet structure [60].

The levels of miniaturization of lasers that have been reported over the past

few years are truly impressive (see, for example, the recent review [61]). A major

approach is to use combinations of metals and dielectrics in conjunction with gain

media to form nano-laser resonators. These metallic/plasmonic nano-lasers have

provided optical sources that are much smaller than a wavelength (examples include,

for instance, [60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 69]). Even smaller plasmon-based

systems have been investigated. These nano-particle lasers (see, e.g., [7, 18, 47, 70,

71, 72]) have many potential localized photonic source and amplifier applications.

Experimental verification of a version of these highly subwavelength nano-particle

(NP) lasers has been reported [20].

One very surprising aspect of the NP-laser demonstration [20] was that the gain

levels were sufficient to produce lasing despite initial theoretical predictions to the

contrary. The NP-laser configuration in [20] consisted of a layered spherical NP

that had a gold core and a dye impregnated silica coating. In contrast, the active

coated NP (CNP) laser described in [18] consisted of a gain impregnated silica

core with a metal coating. The original predictions [18] indicated that the gain

requirements for this CNP laser would be considerably less than the “inside-out”

(IO) CNP configuration [20], but would be still very high based on known material

gain values. The experiments [20] and [60] illustrate that there is a real difference

between material gain values and the effective gain values in the presence of resonant

structures. There have been attempts to explain this observation, e.g., [22]; but the
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underlying physics behind this phenomenon is not completely understood.

Because of its importance in understanding the behavior of all of these active,

resonant nano-systems, there have been several models developed to accommodate

varying degrees of self-consistent treatments of metallic-based dispersive photonic

nanostructures which are weakly or strongly coupled to a gain material. These

include simple two-level system models of the resonance via local-field interactions,

e.g., [73], multi-level quantum mechanical models, e.g., [70], and self-consistent rate

equation models of multi-level systems, e.g., [74, 75, 76]. All have revealed different

aspects of the gain medium-local field enhancement process.

In this chapter we provide additional insight into the effective gain behavior of

the active CNPs. In contrast to the plasmon amplification concept promoted in

[70], we will emphasize the idea that despite the CNPs being electrically small, their

ability to capture and localize the excitation fields leads to the enhanced effective

gain values. The plasmons indeed play a crucial role, but it is to provide the feedback

mechanism that creates the resonance. The ENG shell configuration is resonant and

has a very large response even without the presence of the gain medium [9, 77, 78].

The resulting electrically small resonators foster the localization of the fields, which

in turn promotes their stronger interaction with the gain material when it is present.

Moreover, it has been recognized for some time that electrically small ENG metallic

particles can have effective absorption cross-sections that are much larger than their

geometrical cross-section values in the vicinity of their plasmon resonances, e.g.,

at optical frequencies where ǫrel ∼ −2 [79, 80]. In particular, visualizations of the

power flow near resonant metallic (plasmonic) spheres has aided in understanding

this effect. More recently, it has been recognized that these power flows has even

more dramatic features, including vortices, and that they have a significant impact
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on how energy is transferred into and out of these ENG particles [81, 82]. We will

demonstrate that the flow of energy into the active CNPs has similar behaviors, i.e.,

the effective cross sections of the active CNPs are much larger than their geometrical

value and, consequently, localize more excitation field in the gain region of the

resonant cavity. Moreover, this captured and localized field energy in the gain region

is then amplified by the plasmon-based electrically small resonant cavity. The flow

of this amplified energy out of the gain region is further facilitated by the resonant

geometry. This plasmon-engineered behavior leads to the smaller actual gain values

which are sufficient to achieve lasing/amplification. Finally, the the active CNP

geometry with the IO-CNP configuration within this model. We will then suggest

enhanced versions of both systems which further promote the localization of the

fields in the gain region, thus increasing the degree of amplification while decreasing

the actual required gain values.

5.1 Active CNP resonance behaviors

All of the simulation results presented in this chapter were obtained analytically

using the Mie theory reported in Chap. 3. These field expansions in this analysis

were truncated after the fourth order. This choice was confirmed by testing the con-

vergence of the fields with higher order terms. The size- and wavelength-dependent

permittivity model reported in Chap. 2 is used to determine the material properties

of Au and Ag [18], which, as noted there, recovers the measurement results given in

[29]. A canonical gain model is used to describe the active region’s complex index

of refraction, N = n + iκ, where κ is referred to as the extinction coefficient of

the material. The gain constant and extinction coefficient of a medium are related
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through the expression

g = −2k0κ (5.1)

where if c is the speed of light in vacuum and f0 is the frequency of the source, then

the free space wavelength λ0 = c/f0 and the free space wave number k0 = 2π/λ0.

The active CNP design, which consists of a 30 nm outer radius silver (Ag)

shell and a 24 nm radius gain-impregnated silica (SiO2) core, has been shown to

have extremely strong resonance behaviors [18] and was discussed in Chap. 4. The

resonance effects of the active CNP are dependent on the effective gain parameter κ

and the incident wavelength. To illustrate this behavior, the scattering, absorption,

and extinction efficiencies of this active CNP are shown in Fig. 5.1. For each κ

value, these efficiencies were obtained by first determining the maximum magnitude

of the spectral profile of the scattering cross section and the resonance frequency at

which it occurs and then calculating the corresponding absorption and extinction

efficiency values for that resonance frequency.

(a) Scattering and absorption efficiencies (b) Extinction efficiency

Figure 5.1: Scattering, absorption, and extinction efficiencies versus the effective
gain parameter κ for the active Ag/SiO2 CNP.
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While the response of an active CNP depends on both the exciting wavelength

and the value of κ, as well as its geometrical parameters, it is observed in Fig. 5.1

that the response of an active CNP is sensitive to the value of κ. When the value

of κ is such that the response of the CNP achieves its largest negative value, i.e., it

produces its maximum amplification or lasing, we say that the CNP is in its super-

resonant state. A background pump laser is assumed to provide the necessary energy

to achieve this κ value. The threshold value (i.e., value of κ at which Qext = 0) occurs

near κ = −0.245, as can be seen from the zoom subplot in Fig. 5.1b. One finds that

slightly below this threshold value, the Qext value is extremely large positive, while

slightly above threshold it is extremely large negative. The active CNP resonance

is also sensitive to the incident wavelength. For κ values above and below the one

defining the super-resonant state, the corresponding resonance wavelengths become

slightly detuned from their super-resonant value. For the indicated active CNP

geometry, the super-resonant state occurs at a wavelength of 501.9 nm when κ =

−0.25, i.e., Qscat has its maximum value for those parameters, while Qabs and Qext

have their minimums, i.e., their largest negative values.

The active CNP is clearly marked by its extremely narrow spectral resonance,

which differs from the broad resonances of the passive CNPs as discussed in Chap. 4.

An overlay of the normalized extinction spectra of both the active (κ = −0.25) and

passive (κ = 0.0) CNP highlights this difference and is summarized in Fig. 5.2. The

FWHM of the active resonance is ∼ 0.2 nm and is ≈ 200 times narrower than the

passive case further emphasizing its “laser-like” behavior.

While the canonical gain model is a simplistic view of the gain system within

the CNP geometry, it predicts active CNP resonance wavelengths consistent with

experiment [20]. A more physical depiction of the active CNP system is given
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Figure 5.2: Normalized extinction spectra of both the passive (blue) and active (red)
CNP geometries.

in Fig. 5.3 and is motivated by the discussion in [70]. An incident pump signal

excites the gain medium to an upper energy level which decays nonradiatively to a

meta-stable state. This state then couples to the surface plasmon polariton modes

facilitated by the CNP geometry, which when properly tuned to match the active

medium’s emission spectra, provides the feedback necessary to achieve a sufficient

population-inversion in the excited (meta-stable) level for the CNP to reach its

Figure 5.3: Energy level diagram of the active CNP system.
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super-resonant state.

5.2 Optical power flow near passive and active CNPs

There are strong interactions between the incident field and a passive or active

CNP when the latter is responding in its super-resonant state. The strength and

characteristics of these interactions are revealed by the behavior of the Poynting

vector fields in the neighborhood of the CNP. While it is clear from (3.57) as to

the meanings of Si and Ss, the extinction Poynting vector field Sext represents the

power flow based on the interference between the incident and scattered fields (see,

e.g., [83]). While the extinction cross-section represents the total power taken out

of the incident field, Sext is a pointwise vector field that represents the power flow

associated with the local interactions of the inward and outward propagating fields.

The combination of this interference-based power flow, together with the incident

power flow, i.e., Si + Sext, thus represents how the incident field interacts with the

CNP. The response of this interaction is embodied then in Ss, the power created by

the induced sources associated with the CNP.

The composite vector field Si + Sext, its streamlines, and contours of the total

(incident plus scattered) electric field distribution are shown in Fig. 5.4 for the 24 nm

core-30 nm shell active CNP for two values of κ, one slightly below the threshold

value, κ = −0.23, and the other slightly above it, κ = −0.25, excited, respectively,

at their resonance wavelengths: 502.2 nm and 501.9 nm. While in both cases the

gain is sufficiently large such that Qabs < 0, Qext > 0 in the former case and Qext < 0

in the latter.
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Figure 5.4: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
Poynting vector field: Si + Sext. The streamlines of this Poynting vector field show
the extreme behavior of the flow of optical power in the presence of the active CNP.
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For the below threshold conditions in Fig. 5.4a, one observes that the power of

the incident field is strongly converging onto the particle. This localization of the

incident field corresponds to the fact that the absorption cross section is resonantly

large for the given conditions, i.e., the particle acts as though it is much bigger

than its physical size. This much stronger than expected interaction between the

incident field and the active CNP is also echoed in the dramatic increase in the

scattering cross section. If the particle did not localize and capture a significant

portion of the incident field, it would not have the opportunity to produce a large

scattering response. This extended particle size behavior is very similar to the

behaviors reported in [79, 80, 81, 82].

On the other hand, one sees in Fig. 5.4b that above threshold, the flux of the

outward flowing scattered field power generated from the induced sources in the gain

region is large enough to overcome the losses. In fact, the strong expulsion of the

power generated from within the CNP core and resonantly enhanced by the CNP

structure appears to have pushed the incident field power away from the CNP. This

means the scattered field has become large enough that the interaction-based power

flow is now dominating the incident power flow in the region around the CNP. As

a result, one also observes the formation of optical vortices on the source side of

the CNP and additional vector field zeros in its neighborhood as the higher order

modes associated with the scattered field become noticeably larger in the near field.

Moreover, these vortices appear to be helping channel the incident power towards

the center of the CNP.

It is emphasized that these vortices are simply locations in space where the

interaction of the incident and interaction-based power flows produce zeros of their

composite vector field. They exist because of the presence of the higher order modes
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excited during the scattering process which, with their enhanced amplitudes, can

play a larger role mainly in the local neighborhood of the CNP even though they

carry little power into its far field. Consequently, they indicate where in the vicinity

of the CNP that there are significant local variations in the combined incident and

interference-based power flows. Moreover, from an energy conservation standpoint,

they are further indicative, as observed in Fig. 5.4, that there exist intensified power

flows nearby.

The behavior of the vector fields associated with an active CNP should be con-

trasted to that of the passive cases reported in [81] and [82] where the vortices occur

only behind the passive CNP. The strong scattered field power flow away from the

active CNP, which opposes the incident power flow, also helps explain why Qabs

(see Fig. 5.1) reaches its minimum for this same effective gain value. The resonant

active CNP generates a large power output from what little power is coupled to

it. Gain depletion effects occur when the gain value is increased too much and the

resonance is detuned resulting in a significant decrease in the resonant response of

the active CNP. Including the scattered field Poynting vector allows one to see the

behavior of the total Poynting vector near the CNP. The total Poynting vector field,

Si + Sext + Ss, is shown in Fig. 5.5 for the same κ = −0.23 and κ = −0.25 cases.
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Figure 5.5: Contour plot of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
total Poynting vector field: Si + Ss + Sext.
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Comparing Figs. 5.4a and 5.5a and Figs. 5.4b and 5.5b, it is clear that the

scattered field term, Ss, dominates the behavior of the total Poynting vector, S,

and, hence, the overall power flow near the CNP. The strong resonance effects of

the active CNP are again emphasized in the large enhancement of the scattered

field. Once Ss is added into the power flow pictures, the nuances of the processes

underlying the CNP behavior and the localization of the incident power in it become

overshadowed. We believe this is why the composite Poynting vector field Si +

Sext has been emphasized in the power flow studies reported previously in [79, 80,

81, 82]. Furthermore, we note that it becomes difficult mathematically to match

streamlines to the total Poynting vector field to view the localization of the incident

and interaction-based power flows. The streamlines are generated in our study by

picking points on the source side of the figure and integrating along the vector field.

Since the scattered field power flow is rather large and forces the total Poynting

vector field to be pointing mainly away from the CNP, no trajectories are found

entering into the selected region of space. This explains their absence in Figs. 5.5a

and 5.5b.

While the Mie solution provides a sound representation of the behavior of an

active CNP in steady state, it is true that a self-consistent solution of the actual

gain problem would be ideal. However, it would require a full three-dimensional,

vector wave, nonlinear time domain numerical simulation that couples Maxwell’s

equations with adequate models for all the media involved. Unfortunately, there

is limited availability to such simulators and the requisite computational resources.

Nonetheless, the Mie theory approach has proven to be very successful in revealing

the basic physics and in helping engineer the structures for experimental confirma-

tion. The Mie theory model that underlies our approach starts conceptually with
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the assumption that the gain medium is describable at least by a three level system.

A pump signal is assumed that drives the gain medium into its excited state and

the desired excitation frequency of the problem is then the transition frequency of

the gain medium to a lower energy state. In particular, one would represent this

quantum mechanically as a dipolar transition and its dipole moment would be used

as the source that drives the electromagnetic response of the system. Moreover,

since it has been demonstrated that plane wave and electric Hertzian dipole exci-

tations of either the active or passive CNPs produce the same resonance behaviors

[47, 78], the plane wave approach used here, where the frequency of the incident

wave is assumed to be that of the resonant transition, captures the desired physics.

Consequently, the active CNP is viewed as being deployed with a certain gain

material and is designed to resonate strongly within the gain material’s emission

spectrum. We assume that all of the gain material participates in the absorption-

scattering processes. In practice, an efficiency would have to be introduced since

not all of the gain media will producing photons at the same time. Thus, the Mie

results yield a best case answer to how large a response will occur. To establish the

population inversion necessary to achieve the required gain in the active region, a

higher energy pump beam would be the actual incident signal. Due to the linear

nature of the Mie scattering theory, it is possible to view the initial interaction of

the pump beam with the CNP. The normalized Poynting vector field: Si + Sext,

its streamlines, and contours of the electric field distribution for an assumed pump

excitation of 480 nm are shown in Fig. 5.6.

One observes that the incident field is strongly captured by the CNP. This oc-

curs because the CNP, as designed, has a broad resonant absorption cross section

even when the gain medium has not been activated. Because the active CNP was
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Figure 5.6: Contour plot of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
Poynting vector field, Si + Sext, for a pump signal at 480 nm interacting with an
active Ag/SiO2 CNP with κ = −0.25.

engineered to achieve its super-resonance behavior, once power is delivered to its

core and it is activated, its response will become narrow band around that super-

resonance (transition) frequency. Assuming a continuous wave (CW) pump signal,

a steady state regime will be attained and the corresponding value of κ is the one

used in the Mie analysis.

Viewing the behavior of the composite normalized Poynting vector Si + Sext

near the active CNP further highlights its combined incident and interaction-based

power flow behaviors. Zoomed-in views of Figs. 5.4a and 5.4b are given, respectively,

in Figs. 5.7a and 5.7b. The localization and capture of a much larger portion of

the incident field power than its geometrical size conveys, and the channeling of

this power into the core of the active CNP, both from its front and back sides, are
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clearly seen in the below threshold case, Fig. 5.7a. Note that this strong localization

behavior also occurs in time until the κ = −0.23 value is exceeded as the gain

medium reaches its super-resonance steady state value κ = −0.25. Once that value

is reached, Figure 5.7b clearly shows the interaction-based Poynting vector field

dominates and indicates the presence of a strong outward power flow from the core

of the active CNP. This behavior occurs and strengthens once the threshold gain

value has been exceeded and the losses overcome. Because the enhanced scattering

dominates the extinction cross section rather than its absorption component, it is

again recognized that the scattered field power flow generated by the resonant, active

CNP dominates that of the incident field and begins to shield the CNP from it and

leads to the presence of vortices and other types of zeros of the composite Poynting

vector field in the neighborhood of the CNP. Note that the below threshold behavior

in Fig. 5.7a will also occur for any pump signal that excites the gain medium if the

pump frequency is within the frequency bandwidth of the CNP’s resonance, i.e., the

resonant CNP will help localize and channel the pump signal into it, especially its

core.
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(b) κ = −0.25

Figure 5.7: Zoomed in view of the electric field distributions and the Poynting vector
fields shown in Fig. 5.4
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Figure 5.8 shows the composite Poynting vector field Si+Sext near the resonant,

passive CNP, i.e., the same CNP geometry as above but with κ = 0.0. The passive

behavior first reported in [79] and [80] is recovered here. While localized and cap-

tured power from cross sections much larger than its geometrical size flows into its

back (towards the source) side, the passive CNP is able to channel power into its

core even from its front (away from the source) side. As reported in [81], this flow

causes a saddle point to form in the Poynting vector field behind the passive CNP.

Contrasting the passive and active CNPs, the power flow generated internally from

the gain core produces a more complex and rich vector field behavior near the NP.

In Fig. 5.4, the vortices have been pushed away by the internal field in the active
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Figure 5.8: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
Poynting vector field: Si + Sext, and its streamlines for a passive Ag/SiO2 CNP
with a 24 nm radius core and a 6 nm thick shell for an incident field of wavelength
503.7 nm.
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region and develop in front of the particle rather than being confined to its poles.

Additional zeros of the vector field with higher order winding numbers also occur,

such as the saddle points, as the higher order modes access some power from the

scattering process. The phenomenon of large absorption cross sections is not limited

to nanoparticles and has also been seen in studies of absorbing metafilms at GHz

frequencies [84].

5.3 CNP enhancement factor

The effective cross sections relate the effective size of the particle to its geometrical

size. A small scattering cross section implies that the particle has little electromag-

netic interaction with the incident field. It is possible that Qscat < 1, which means

that the particle behaves as one that is effectively smaller than its geometrical size.

On the other hand, in creating a nano-amplifier, the goal is to maximize the ampli-

fication of the scattered field and thus to maximize Qscat. Consequently, the design

of such an amplifier should result in a large localization of the incident field, which

could then affect a large effective cross section.

In Figs. 5.4a and 5.4b, it is clear that the incident field interacts with the active

CNP from distances much further than its physical extent. This behavior is empha-

sized with the localization of the incident power in those figures and the enhanced

cross section results shown in Fig. 5.1a. Because this significant increase of the

cross section can then be thought of as an effective enhancement in the particle size,

one can introduce naturally an effective radius, a′, where if the CNP has a physical

radius a, then

Qscat =
Cscat

πa2
=
πa′2

πa2
(5.2)
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This means that the effective radius

a′ =
√

Qscat a (5.3)

is larger than the physical radius if the scattering cross section is larger than the ge-

ometrical one. When this is the case, the effective radius indicates that the incident

field interacts with an effectively larger particle.

Beer’s Law states that the intensity of a light field is attenuated exponentially

as a function of the thickness of a medium through which it propagates. Using this

principle, the CNP can be crudely thought of as a slab medium and the attenuation

in the CNP is then represented as

I = I0 e
−α t (5.4)

where α is the attenuation constant and t is the thickness of the CNP slab. Because

the Poynting vector field plots show that the entire three-dimensional structure is

involved in the field interactions, we take this thickness to be the diameter of the

CNP, i.e., t = 2a′. Note that in a gain region, the attenuation constant α < 0;

and, therefore, from (5.4), the fields interacting with it will be amplified. The gain

constant g is given by

g = −α (5.5)

such that when α < 0, the gain constant g > 0. When the active CNP has a

scattering cross section that is effectively larger than its geometrical size, i.e., a′ > a,

the gain region within it will be effectively larger as well. Thus, the excitation field

interacts with an effectively larger particle, and the total gain enhancement of the

incident fields will be greater. We note that the bulk gain constant is typically

associated with the number density of gain particles and their cross sections, i.e., as
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gbulk = Ng σbulk (5.6)

Although at resonance the CNP slab’s effective radius, a′, can be much larger

than its geometrical size a, its physical dimensions do not change. Consequently,

the number density obviously does not change. On the other hand, because the

scattering cross section increases significantly, the amount of field interacting with

those gain particles also increases. Rather than the simple “the fields are larger,

hence, the gain is larger” argument expounded in [22, 50, 60, 76], we believe it is

this increase in the interaction cross sections resulting from the localization of the

incident and interaction-based power flows that leads to the effective gain being

much larger than the corresponding physical gain value.

To quantify this effect, we propose the following. It makes physical sense to think

of the cross section enhancement as affecting the magnitude of the gain constant

rather than simply the effective size of the gain region. This suggests that we write

2 gbulk a
′ = 2 geff a (5.7)

where geff is the effective gain constant in the active region. The effective gain

constant is therefore related to the bulk gain constant of the material as

geff =
√

Qscat gbulk (5.8)

Therefore, when the square root of the scattering cross section increases, which

indicates equivalently an increase in the dipole moment of the gain region, i.e.,

the square root quantity is proportional to the magnitude of the field, there is a

corresponding increase in its effective gain. Therefore, the effective gain value will

be much larger than the intrinsic bulk gain value if the scattering cross section is

much larger than one.
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Due to the steady-state nature of the Mie solution simulations, the κ value used

already incorporates these scattering enhancement effects. Consequently, κ is an

effective quantity and should be related to its physical bulk value as

κ =
√

Qscat κbulk (5.9)

This means that if the Mie analysis predicts the value κ to achieve a super-resonant

state, then experimentally one would need

κbulk =
κ√
Qscat

= − 1√
Qscat

Ng σeff
2k0

(5.10)

which also means the bulk cross section of the gain material and its effective value

are related as

σbulk =
σeff√
Qscat

(5.11)

Thus, a super-resonant state should be accessible with a smaller physical, bulk gain

value or intrinsic cross section value if the scattering cross section of the active ma-

terial is large. Observation of these effective gain value behaviors has been reported

in [22, 50, 53, 60].

With the need for comparisons between the effective and actual properties, it is

useful to define a metric for judging the performance of such active nano-particles.

We introduce ξ, the dimensionless ratio of the extinction cross section to the gain-

volume product, as the desired figure of merit, i.e.,

ξ =
Cext

gbulk V
(5.12)

where gbulk is the bulk gain constant in the region whose volume is V . We recall

that the extinction cross section accounts for not only the scattering cross section,

but also the absorption cross section. Larger values of ξ indicate a better overall
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performance of the active CNP. It is therefore desirable to maximize the magnitude

of the extinction cross section while minimizing the physical gain value. The latter

can be accomplished if the effective gain value is significantly increased, i.e., if the

effective scattering cross section is significantly enhanced.

5.4 Effective and realistic gain parameters

In order to compare the gain core-ENG shell and the corresponding ENG core-gain

shell configurations, we apply the proposed effective gain parameter concept and fig-

ure of merit to them. We then re-examine these structures and propose alternatives

that provide further enhancements of the active CNP performance characteristics.

5.4.1 CNP

Consider again the super-resonant state of the active CNP and its cross section

results shown in Fig. 5.1. As noted, the maximum of the scattering cross section

occurs at 501.9 nm when κ = −0.25. To achieve this κ value, the corresponding

gain constant ((5.1)) would be ≈ 6.0 × 104 cm−1. While this value is quite large,

it is in principle possible with high gain media such as quantum dots. However, as

argued above, κ is the required effective gain of the active CNP, not its physical

value.

In particular, as expressed by (5.9), the required bulk gain value can be much less

than its effective value if Qscat is sufficiently large. For the super-resonance values

displayed in Fig. 5.1, one has Qscat ≈ 4 × 105, which thus gives an enhancement

factor
√
Qscat ≈ 630. Note that the absorption and extinction coefficients are both

strongly negative and indicate that power from the incident field has been localized

within the active CNP. While the effective size of the CNP is indeed very large near
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its resonances, the associated losses are only overcome when |−κ| is sufficiently large

to have Qext < 0. From Fig. 5.1b, it is clear that only for values of |−κ| greater than

or equal to the threshold value will the losses be overcome. Otherwise, the losses

are present and dominate the scattering behavior. On the other hand, the super-

resonant state state of the active CNP produces a large positive definite quantity.

It being large signifies that the power produced by the induced dipoles associated

with its gain media and augmented by its resonant geometry, is large. Thus, not

only does a large scattering cross section indicate a large effective interaction size,

it also signifies Qscat times more power yield. Thus the scattering cross section

enhancement means the active CNP has interacted 630 times more effectively with

the incident field to produce the resulting dipole moment that yields the resulting

field amplitudes. Consequently, the required physical gain value is approximately

630 times less than that predicted by the simulations.

5.4.2 Experimental SPASER

The first experimental NP spaser [20] employed a gain doped silica shell surrounding

a gold core. This design is the inverse of the active CNP. Consequently, it will be

referred to as an “inside-out” (IO) design. Although the active IO design is sig-

nificantly different from the active CNP design, its resonant response has a similar

behavior as a function of κ. However, as reported in [18], the IO design is much

weaker. From the simulation results shown in Fig. 5.9, the resonance for the IO de-

sign corresponding to the super-resonant active CNP design occurs for κ = −0.593

at a wavelength of 513.3 nm. The corresponding gain value is ≈ 1.5 × 105 cm−1,

which is about an order of magnitude larger than the active CNP case. The gain

material used in the IO design experiment was OG-488 dye with a reported absorp-
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tion cross section of 2.55×10−16 cm2. There were about 2.7×103 dye particles in the

volume of which close to 2× 103 were active. Using (5.10) the bulk gain parameter,

κbulk, available in this experiment was ≈ −0.048. Since the simulations achieved a

resonance with a κ value of −0.593, this suggests an effective enhancement factor

of ≈ 12. From our simulations, the value of Qscat at resonance was found to be

≈ 400, which leads to a predicted enhancement factor of 20, which agrees well with

the experimental results.

(a) Scattering and absorption efficiencies (b) Extinction efficiency

Figure 5.9: Scattering, absorption, and extinction efficiencies versus the effective
gain parameter κ for the SiO2/Au IO design.

5.4.3 Comparison

The resonances of both the active CNP and IO designs are extremely sensitive to

the magnitude of the gain. When the gain is increased beyond its resonance value,

the resonances in both are readily detuned and the strength of their responses falls

off quickly. For both cases, once the losses have been overcome, i.e., once (Qext < 0),

the extinction remains negative with increasing gain. This means that although the
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resonance strength is extremely sensitive to the gain, there is a possibility that there

exists a range of gain values which can be used to achieve a resonant response.
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(b) SiO2/Au IO

Figure 5.10: The effective gain, geff , and required gain, gbulk, in cm−1 versus the
effective gain parameter κ for the active CNP and IO designs.

Figure 5.10 shows the effect of the scattering cross section enhancement,
√
Qscat,

on the physical bulk gain value required for resonance for the two designs. Again it

is clear that the scattering cross section enhancement factor drastically reduces the

bulk gain value required at resonance. This is demonstrated in Fig. 5.10, i.e., a plot

of the required bulk gain value needed to achieve resonance shows that it is much

smaller than that the effective gain value predicted by the simulations. Moreover, it

continues to show that the required gain for the active CNP design is much less than

that for the IO design. Once this gain threshold is reached, both the active CNP and

IO designs will amplify the incident field. It is interesting to note that the IO design

only achieves enhancement factors > 1 for gain values very near threshold, while

the active CNP has an enhancement factor > 1 for all but the highest gain values.

Consequently, the active CNP design should be much less sensitive to tolerances in
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the experimental parameters.

5.4.4 Metal/dielectric/metal CNP

The active CNP and IO systems are both two layer designs. Although their con-

figurations are complementary to one-another, they exhibit similar behaviors. As

demonstrated above, the active CNP design has a much stronger resonance than the

one produced by the IO design. One could argue that by adding an exterior metal

shell coating to the IO design, it would be made more like an active CNP. It was

decided to investigate this alternate coated IO design.

Given that the experimentally realized IO particle was designed using OG-488

dye, which has a certain gain linewidth, and that any real design would be under

such restrictions, it is important that the perturbation of adding a shell to the IO

design not significantly change the resonance frequency. Consequently, any metal

coated IO design should only involve a thin outer coating.

Figure 5.11 shows the change in the resonance behavior of the coated IO design.

Both the extinction cross sections and the required gain values for the two and three

layer designs are given. The addition of a 3.0 nm Ag shell shell to the IO design

shifts the resonance downward to the shorter wavelength 503.3 nm from 513.3 nm.

Note that the coating could be the same or a different metal than the one used for

its core. However, the resonance shift for an Au shell was much larger and was not

investigated further. An additional resonance near the effective gain value κ = −0.27

was identified as a quadrupole mode excited at the wavelength of 493.8 nm.

It should be noted that although the resonance of the three layer structure has

moved to a larger |−κ| value than the two layer one, the required bulk gain value

to achieve resonance actually has decreased, i.e., the effective scattering cross has
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(a) Extinction efficiency (b) Bulk gain behavior

Figure 5.11: The extinction efficiency behavior and required bulk gain value in cm−1

versus the effective gain parameter κ for the two- and three-layer active IO CNPs.

increased. Note that the extinction cross section is also given because it shows both

the overall absorption and scattering behaviors in the resonance region remain the

same in the presence of the additional metal layer. These results demonstrate that

the coating of the base geometry with the outer metallic shell results in a more

favorable configuration for the required gain value than the two-layer design alone

and should lead to an easier experimental realization of such a nano-amplifier.

The CNP design similarly can be turned into a three layer design by adding

a metallic core to the structure. For a fixed outer radius, the addition of such a

core will lower the volume of gain material. It also pushes the resonance towards

longer wavelengths, the opposite behavior of adding a shell. Again, to maintain the

resonance close to the original design, a small core must be used. Figure 5.12 shows

the effect of the addition of a concentric core to the CNP.

Because the addition of a small core to the active CNP does not perturb the

resonance as much as the addition of an outer shell to the IO design does, both the
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(a) Extinction efficiency
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Figure 5.12: The change in the extinction efficiency and the required gain in cm−1

versus the effective gain parameter κ for the addition of different metal cores to the
original two-layer active CNP design.

Ag and Au core cases were investigated in detail and only characteristic results are

reported here. The addition of a 5.0 nm Ag core slightly increases the gain threshold

while enhancing the magnitude of its extinction cross section, thus further reducing

the required gain value. The addition of the core shifts the resonant wavelength from

501.9 nm to 505.8 nm. On the other hand, the addition of an Au core results in some

additional, interesting features. It is apparent from Fig. 5.12 that there are now two

strong resonances. The first resonance occurs with κ = −0.291 at a wavelength

of 504.4 nm, and the second resonance occurs at a wavelength of 507.7 nm with

κ = −0.605. The second resonance comes from the outer structure resonating as a

dipole with the inner two layers which are also resonating in a dipole mode. The

net resonance is similar in character to that associated with the original IO design.

This coupled dipole behavior is apparent from the structure of the electric field

distributions and the Poynting vector fields of both three layer designs illustrated

in Fig. 5.13.
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(b) CNP w/Au core

Figure 5.13: Electric field distribution and the normalized Poynting vector field:
Si + Sext, for both three layer designs.
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Note that both the active IO w/Ag shell design and the active CNP w/Au core

design consist of the same sequence of materials. However, their geometries are

different, i.e., different materials and radii. From Fig. 5.11 and Fig. 5.12, it is clear

that the geometry plays a crucial role in the overall strength of the resonance and,

herefore, the performance of the design.

The structures of the electric field distributions and the Poynting vector fields

of both three layer designs are illustrated in Fig. 5.13. They are given at their

resonances, which occur, respectively, at the wavelength 503.3 nm and 504.4 nm for

the IO w/Ag shell and CNP w/ Au core designs. Even though they resonate at nearly

the same wavelength, the modes excited in these two designs are quite different. The

mode excited in the IO w/Ag shell design, Fig. 5.13a, is similar to the dipole mode

seen for the Al nano-particle in Fig. 4.1. For the active IO geometries, the resonance

effects are strong only near the metal core. Consequently, the addition of an Ag

shell does not change the mode structure much, but rather helps to facilitate the

expulsion of power from inside the particle to its exterior, i.e., it acts as a near-field

impedance transformer matching the mode in the structure to the radiated field. In

this sense it is a nano-antenna version of the metamaterial-engineered electrically

small near-field resonant parasitic antennas successfully achieved at microwave and

lower frequencies [85].

In contrast, there is a strong dipole mode present in the active CNP-core design

that is very similar to mode seen in its corresponding two layer design, Fig. 5.7b.

The addition of the Au core increases the intensity of the electric field in the gain

region, which in turn causes the observed larger enhancement. Unlike the three-layer

IO design which emphasizes the plasmonic behavior of its core, the entire resonant

structure of the three-layer CNP design plays the major role in its strong radiating
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field behavior.

We note that it is possible to design a multi-layer structure that will have several

closely spaced modes depending on the choice of materials. The resonances in the

three layer configurations can be seen to be attributed to the separate resonances

that come from their base IO and CNP structures as well as those that arise due

to their coupling, which is facilitated by the entire structure being in resonance. To

achieve a maximum response, the overall structure has to be designed so that both

the outer two layers and the inner two layers resonate constructively. This becomes

a multi-interface design problem once multi-layers are included to achieve multi-

resonances. It leads to the possibility of a nano-amplifier tuned to several closely

spaced resonance frequencies. The summary point is that the overall geometry of

the structure is extremely important in the design of their CNPs and their nano-

amplifier characteristics.

5.4.5 Performance

The performance of any nano-amplifier design is important in determining its use-

fulness. Some designs may require little gain and have smaller enhancements while

others may require more gain, but provide larger enhancements. Others may be

more difficult to fabricate, but provide the most enhancement. Our goal has been

to design active CNPs for which the required gain is as small as possible while

the corresponding enhancement of the incident field is the largest in the wavelength

range of interest. To achieve the largest enhancement, a strong overlap of the electric

field in the gain region is desirable, but with the consideration that the field gener-

ated in the gain region is readily coupled to the exterior region so that the power it

generates flows outwards easily. The performance of the active CNPs is found to be
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greatly controlled by the geometry of the structure as well as the material choices.

It proves useful to introduce a relative performance parameter, ξr, to compare

the performance ξ of a design to a reference result, i.e., ξr = ξ/ξref. Here, we select

the experimental IO “SPASER” as the reference. Using (5.12), it has a performance

value ξIO, SPASER = 17,333. The performance values of the various designs discussed

in this paper are generated in the same manner. Their relative performance values

ξr = ξ/ξIO, SPASER are summarized in Table 5.1.

Design gbulk Qext V ξr
×103(cm−1) ×103 ×10−17(cm3)

IO 7.2 -0.11 1.37 1
IO w/Ag shell 2.5 -0.60 1.37 25
CNP 0.97 -2.71 5.79 784
CNP w/Ag core 0.50 -2.21 1.83 3,701
CNP w/Au core 0.80 -4.18 1.83 4,647

Table 5.1: Summary of the required bulk gain, extinction, gain volume, and relative
performance parameter of various CNP designs.

Recall that adding a thin shell or small core to the two layer designs perturbs their

resonance wavelengths only slightly. On the other hand, these additional layers can

have a much larger impact on their overall performance values. For both the three-

layer IO and CNP designs, the intent was to have the third layer be implemented to

enhance the two-layer design. The IO w/Ag shell and the CNP w/Au core designs

differ structurally only by the relative sizes of their layers. Nonetheless, as Table 5.1

illustrates, they have very different performance values. These differences arise

from their distinctive material combinations. Moreover, they clearly indicate that

the material choices in the various regions of a configuration, as well as their relative

sizes, are key to achieving designs with desirable performance enhancements.

We have found in general that each of the three-layer designs offer higher per-
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formance values than their two-layer counterparts. Interestingly, the gain threshold

value for the three-layer active CNP designs is lower than its value for the two-layer

design even though there is a reduction in gain material and more losses are intro-

duced by the addition of the lossy metal core. From a variety of parameter studies,

this decrease in the gain threshold value has been identified as being a result of the

stronger overlap of the electric field in the gain region of the three-layer design than

that of the two-layer design. The strong overlap in the three-layer design occurs

because the core, in combination with the outer shell, more effectively localizes the

electric field in the gain region.

5.5 Conclusion

Coated nano-particles (CNPs) can be designed to have very strong resonant inter-

actions with electromagnetic fields. The localization and coupling of light into these

CNPs and the resulting resonances of the structure are facilitated by the surface

plasmon polaritons (SPPs) created at the metal-dielectric interfaces of these CNPs.

The presence of the ENG material in these designs in conjunction with a DPS ma-

terial, which allows the formation of those SPPs, provides the mechanism for the

design of highly subwavelength optical amplifiers. In particular, the addition of gain

in a properly designed CNP leads to a super-resonance state in which the scattering

and absorption losses are overcome and amplification of the incident field occurs.

This strong resonant behavior of an active CNP leads to an increase in its effective

size and a subsequent higher degree of localization of the incident field within it,

thus reducing the required gain values. More than two orders of magnitude reduc-

tion from the effective values predicted in simulations have been reported here. It

was shown that the required gain was on the order of ≈ 102-103 cm−1, reduced down
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from effective values of ≈ 104-105 cm−1. The realization that the required gain is

significantly less that the effective gain value allows for a wider variety of the choice

of gain materials that can be used to realize these nano-amplifiers.

The previously studied experimental IO “SPASER” and active CNP designs

both provide an amplification of the incident field, but they were shown to have

very different performance characteristics. The gain required for the active CNP

design is about 7 times less than that required for the IO design, while providing Qext

values of about 24 times larger. The enhancement associated with the corresponding

three layer designs introduced here suggests that multi-layered geometries may offer

better overlap and localization of the electric field within the gain material and

would thus lead to stronger enhancements of the incident field with smaller required

gain values. We are currently studying these active CNP designs and their multi-

layer generalizations in conjunction with commercially available quantum dots as

the gain material. We report the results of these investigations in the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6

QUANTUM DOT BASED CNPS

The active coated nano-particle (CNP) designs reported in Chap. 5 considered

active silica cores coated with either Ag or Au shells (depending on the wavelength

region of interest) [18, 47, 70] or the corresponding “inside-out” (IO) designs, i.e.,

metallic cores covered with active silica coatings [20, 70]. In general, these designs

used a simple gain model that did not include the dispersion behavior typical of

a physical, active medium. These nano-amplifier designs were predicted to require

a gain value of 104-105 cm−1. This is achievable with quantum-dots (QDs); and,

consequently, they have been a preferred choice for some discussions [47]. QDs offer

an alternative, more robust option to dye-based gain media, which are susceptible

to bleaching. Nonetheless, the active IO-CNP has been experimentally verified with

a dye impregnated silica coating [20]. Moreover, it and related studies [22, 23]

suggest that the strong localized field and large cross section effects associated with

these plasmonic nano-structures reduce the model-based large gain values to more

practical ones. We have demonstrated [21] that QDs represent an exciting practical

option for a variety of active CNP designs and that the number of QDs needed for

a successful active CNP design is considerably smaller than anticipated.

6.1 Quantum Dot permittivity model

The effective epsilon of a core-shell QD has been modeled by Holmström et al. and

is applicable for core-shell QDs in the strong confinement regime [86]. The model is
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motivated by Maxwell-Garnett effective medium theory and is given by

ǫCS
QD,Lor(ω) = ǫCS

b +
2

V CS
QD

(fc − fv)
e2f/(m0ǫ0)

ω2 − ω2
0 + i2ωγ

(6.1)

where V CS
QD = (4π/3)R3

2 is the volume of the entire core-shell structure, f is the

oscillator strength, and fc and fv are, respectively, the conduction and valence

band carrier distribution functions. The conduction- and valence-band population

differences lead to a gain scaling factor between 0 and 1 which gives the model

the ability to produce a desired gain value at a specific frequency. The core-shell

background dielectric constant ǫCS
b is given by

ǫCS
b = ǫs + 3fcore ǫs

ǫc − ǫs
ǫc + 2ǫs − fcore (ǫc − ǫs)

(6.2)

where fcore is ratio of the core volume to the entire QD volume and ǫc and ǫs

are the bulk dielectric constants of the core and shell, respectively. The model

was originally applied to an InAs/GaAs QD which operated at a bandgap energy

of 0.8eV (λ = 1550 nm). We have extended it to the CdSe/ZnS core-shell QD

structures.

Many different quantum dots are now available commercially. For instance,

Sigma-Aldrich produces a range of CdSe/ZnS core-shell quantum dots for use in the

visible and near-infrared parts of the spectrum. The published properties of some of

their CdSe/ZnS core-shell QDs are given in Table 6.1 [87]; they show a considerable

range of available gain values. Their 560 nm emitting QD, whose diameter is 6 nm

was chosen for our study; it has a gain value which is close to those used in our

previous studies [23].

The indexes of refraction for CdSe and ZnS at visible wavelengths are approx-
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Emission g κ Core Size Diameter
Wavelength ×105 (cm−1) (nm) (nm)

510 0.045 0.018 3.0 4.9
530 0.065 0.027 3.3 5.2
560 0.97 0.432 3.4 6.0
590 1.6 0.751 4.0 6.2
610 4.90 2.379 5.2 7.7
640 5.90 3.005 6.3 8.6

Table 6.1: Physical properties of commercially available Sigma-Aldrich core-shell
quantum dots.

imately 2.5 and 2.41, respectively [88, 89]. These values, along with the published

QD material properties, were used to calculate the wavelength-dependent effective

permittivity and, hence, the index of refraction of a QD layer. Figure 6.1 depicts

the wavelength dependence of the index of refraction for the Sigma-Aldrich 560 nm

QD. The observed resonance effect increases as the QD size becomes larger, mak-

ing its dispersion properties quite large over the frequency band of interest. This

dispersive behavior makes the design of a suitable CNP structure difficult because

its resonances are very sensitive to the material properties of its layers and their

respective radii. Moreover, the QD resonance behavior is spectrally narrow. Conse-

quently, any active CNP that makes use of QDs for its gain medium must be designed

and fabricated to have a significant overlap of the CNP and QD resonances, while

accounting for the QD dispersion properties.
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Figure 6.1: Behavior of the real, n, and imaginary, κ, parts of the index of refraction
of a 560 nm QD as a function of the wavelength.

6.2 CNP configurations featuring QD-based gain media

The previously studied CNP and corresponding IO designs possess strong resonant

behaviors [20, 23] and serve as the basis for the QD-augmented designs reported

here. In particular, we replace the active silica region in the previous designs with

an equivalent cluster of QDs which we treat as a continuous region whose thickness is

determined by the number of QDs that could fit radially into the layer. We used our

previously-developed Mie theory CNP models [18, 23, 47] to calculate the behavior

of the proposed QD-augmented CNP designs. Silver was selected for the metal; it

was modeled with a size- and wavelength-dependent permittivity [18] that recovers

known measured results [29]. The QD permittivity values were specified by Eqs.

(6.1) and (6.2).

While a QD possesses amplifying behavior by itself, it only weakly couples to

an incident field, which leads to a weak response. This behavior can be seen in
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Figure 6.2. One notices that the streamlines do not converge strongly onto the

particle, but rather are diverted away.
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Figure 6.2: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
total Poynting’s vector field associated streamlines for the 560 nm QD.

On the other hand, if the QD is simply coated with a metal, the coupling to and

localization of the incident field energy in the gain region is improved substantially

and the resulting resonant plasmonic behavior significantly enhances its response.

This improvement in the incident field coupling was also seen when a plasmonic

shell was added to an “Inside-Out” particle [23]. Figure 6.3 shows the behavior of

the 560 nm QD coated with a 1 nm thick Ag shell.
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Figure 6.3: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
total Poynting’s vector field associated streamlines for the 560 nm QD coated with
a 1 nm Ag shell.

While there is an enhancement of the localized field due to an improved coupling

of the incident filed into the particle, more gain than the single QD can provide

is needed to overcome the losses of the resulting structure. Multiple QDs can be

layered in the core and if properly designed, the resulting multi-layer gain-augmented

core-shell system will exhibit a super-resonance state [18] when its gain value is

large enough to overcome its intrinsic losses. CNPs that contain several QDs layers

generally exhibit stronger interactions with (i.e., have a stronger coupling to) the

incident field and, hence, have larger resonant responses. This enhancement effect

can be increased with up to three layers of QDs. However, we found that it begins to

fall off with four- and more layered cores because the gain is so large it significantly
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detunes the overlap of the QD and structural resonances. On the other hand,

by placing the active region more strategically, as suggested by the previous 3-

layer designs [23], one can dramatically improve the active CNP performance while

decreasing the number of QDs required.

The two designs whose performance characteristics are noticeably the best are

the Ag/QD/SiO2 (called the QD-CNP) and QD/Ag/SiO2 (called the IO-CNP) con-

figurations described in Chap. 5. Both are three-layer designs consisting of the

same materials, but differ in the placement of the QD layer. The QD layer of the

QD-CNP design lies between the Ag shell and the SiO2 core, while the QD layer

of the IO-CNP is the outermost layer. The core and shell sizes were adjustable

parameters; the QD size was fixed by the manufacturer’s specifications. Both of

the resulting optimized designs feature a 17.5 nm radius core and a 6 nm thick QD

layer. For both cases, a single layer of QDs is sufficient to achieve a very large

resonant response. The optimized thickness of the Ag shell in the QD-CNP design

was 6.2 nm (29.7 nm total radius); it was 6.3 nm thick (29.8 nm total radius)for the

IO-CNP design.

The scattering efficiency and the absolute value of the extinction efficiency for

these designs are plotted against the gain scaling factor in Fig. 6.4. Note that

the extinction efficiency achieves a negative value on the larger gain factor value

(right) side of the resonant peaks of the scattering efficiency. Recall that when

the extinction efficiency becomes negative, it means the losses are overcome and

the incident field is amplified. One immediately observes that the scattering and

extinction behaviors of the QD-CNP design are several orders of magnitude larger

than those of the IO-CNP.

As reported in [23], the resonant CNP-based designs have cross-sections much
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Figure 6.4: Scattering and extinction efficiencies for the optimized QD-CNP and
the IO-CNP configurations.

larger than their physical size; and this behavior impacts the actual, rather than

the model-based gain values needed for their operation. Figure 6.5 shows the power

flow behavior of the total Poynting’s vector field for both designs when the incident

plane wave has a 560 nm wavelength. The QDs are drawn as circles representing

their actual size with respect to the size of the structure. In both the QD-CNP

and IO-CNP cases, these structures produce a strong overall dipole resonance in

their exteriors. However, it is clear that power is flowing more strongly outward

from the QD layer in the QD-CNP structure than it is in the IO-CNP one, further

emphasizing the large scattering cross section differences shown in Fig. 6.4.
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Figure 6.5: Contour plots of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
total Poynting’s vector field for the QD-CNP and IO-CNP designs.
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Although the gain region in the QD-CNP and IO-CNP designs is only a single

layer of QDs, it has a volume equivalent to 282 and 481 individual dots, respectively.

However, the power flow into the gain regions for both cases (and, hence, the amount

of field interacting with them) is enhanced from background by the amount
√
Qscat,

the gain enhancement factor introduced in [23]. This leads to the actual gain values

required to achieve the results shown in Fig. 6.4. They are given in Figure 6.6. The

model-based gain value (blue) and the actual gain values of the QD-CNP (red) and

IO-CNP (black) designs are plotted versus the QD gain scale factor. The largest gain

enhancement factor for the QD-CNP and IO-CNP configurations are, respectively,

≈ 287 and ≈ 17.
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Figure 6.6: The core-shell model required gain values (blue) and the actual required
gain values of the QD-CNP (red) and IO-CNP (black) designs (in cm−1).

We note that the IO-CNP design has a similar, but weaker behavior. It simply

does not possess as large a gain enhancement factor. This is due to the QD layer

being the outermost one. In the QD-CNP case, the QD layer is within the cavity
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formed by the silica core and the metal shell. Thus, the coupling of the large fields

in the core to the SPPs created in the Ag shell at the Ag-QD (i.e., an ǫ < 0, ǫ > 0)

interface provides a much larger feedback mechanism through the QD gain layer.

This feedback is much smaller in the IO-CNP case because it occurs between the

outside vacuum region and the metal shell. These interpretations are supported by

the 3-layer observations in Chap. 5 [23] that included an exterior metal coating to

the basic IO-CNP configuration that substantially improved its performance.

With an enhancement factor of ≈ 287, the actual required gain value in the

QD-CNP configuration might be achieved with only 1 QD instead of the predicted

282 QDs that would make up an entire layer. In reality, the actual effectiveness of

coupling energy into each QD would be lower than these ideal values. Nevertheless,

the large enhancement factors observed indicate that designs using only a few QDs

may be possible. This result further suggests that QDs may be a very realistic gain

medium for active CNP designs and that QD-CNPs would be viable candidates for

a variety of nano-amplifier applications.
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CHAPTER 7

FAR-FIELD DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

As discussed throughout this dissertation, scattering by spherical particles has been

the subject of study for over one hundred years and recent advances in plasmonics

and metamaterials have led to novel designs of CNPs, particularly those incorporat-

ing metal shells and active media [18, 20]. Other designs have incorporated multiple

dielectric and metallic layers to achieve multiple resonances from a single CNP for

use in biomedical imaging [90] and, as discussed in Chaps. 5 and 6, to enhance

further the performance of simpler designs.

Multi-layered CNPs have been designed so that the different layers resonate at

different wavelengths with the hope to improve their bandwidth and functionality.

The individual layers are effectively independent of one another and the overall

structure is akin to having several different particles combined into one. By de-

signing a CNP in which several resonant modes are excited at the same frequency,

the resulting scattered field pattern is a superposition of all the individual modal

patterns.

As shown in Chaps. 5 and 6, these various CNPs have been used quite success-

fully at visible wavelengths because their metal shells, usually consisting of gold or

silver, naturally exhibit (as shown in Chap. 2) negative permittivities in that range.

Moreover, because of their very electrically small sizes and the small real parts

of the positive permittivity materials available in the visible, their resonances result

from the excitation of electric dipole modes, i.e., the magnetic dipole modes are not

readily accessible. Consequently, the associated radiation patterns are simply those
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of electric dipoles.

In this chapter, we consider core-shell structures in the infrared constructed

with core dielectric materials which have large permittivities and semi-conductor

shells consisting of materials which naturally exhibit negative permittivities. We

will emphasize lead telluride, (PbTe), for the former and silicon carbide, (SiC), for

the latter. The use of high permittivity dielectrics has been considered previously

to achieve double negative (DNG) metamaterials by providing the possibility to

excite both magnetic and electric dipole modes in the same frequency regime [91,

92, 93, 94, 95, 96, 97, 98]. The presence of both modes in the same NP [99, 100]

or in near-by NPs [101] to also impact the scattered field patterns has also been

investigated. We have studied PbTe-SiC CNP designs which have simultaneously

electric and magnetic resonances at the same wavelength and produce large forward

scatting responses [24]. It will be shown how they can be tailored and integrated

with interfaces to control the directionality of infrared (thermal) emissions.

The superposition of an electric and a magnetic dipole mode, which are orthog-

onal to each other and which have equal radiating amplitudes, will generate a field

that has near zero backscattering and will enhance the forward scattering, thus

yielding a very high front-to-back-ratio (FTBR). This mode combination can be

understood as an elemental pair of sources as required in the Huygens equivalence

principle [102]; and, as a consequence, are called Huygens sources. Huygens sources

at lower frequencies are realized with pairs of small electric and magnetic dipole

antennas; they achieve directivity and gain patterns with desirable large FTBRs,

e.g., [103]. Moreover, it will be shown that the simultaneous resonant responses

accentuate these Huygens source effects, which then dominate the scattering behav-

ior. While minimal forward scattering and large back scattering designs are also
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presented, it is explained why these responses can not be made to be resonantly

large. We then consider integrating these minimal backscattering CNPs with mate-

rial interfaces to achieve control of thermal emissions from a substrate.

All of analytical calculations presented below were obtained from a Mie theory

solution of the plane wave scattering from a multi-layer sphere. The plane wave

is assumed to be propagating along the +z-axis with its electric field vector ori-

ented along the +x-axis. All of the numerical calculations were obtained with the

frequency domain, finite element simulator: COMSOL Multiphysics v4.2.

7.1 IR Magnetic Resonances

The advantage of incorporating high-permittivity materials into NP designs is that

higher-order modes, including both TM and TE modes, can be excited at shorter

wavelengths. Not only does this provide more resonance frequencies, it enables

one to tailor a particle’s directivity by simultaneously exciting various TM and TE

modes. If one could control which modes were excited in a NP at a given wavelength,

particularly their respective magnitudes and phases, then a NP with any desired far-

field pattern could in fact be constructed, as will be shown below. CNPs have been

shown to have strong local field enhancements [23]; however, nearly all designs in

the optical regime are based on exciting the fundamental electric dipole mode of the

CNP, as higher order modes are excited in the UV.

In the visible regime, there is a lack of high-permittivity materials for use in the

design of CNPs with silica being the most common (ǫ ≈ 2.05). On the other hand,

by moving to the infrared regime, one can incorporate high-permittivity materials

into the core-shell designs. For instance, PbTe has a very high real part of the

permittivity: (ǫ ≈ 31.7), at a wavelength of 11 µm [104] making it an interesting
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high-index material (n ≈ 5.63) for use in infrared CNPs. A fully dispersive model

for the electrical properties of PbTe has been used in all calculations presented below

[104]. Due to its high-permittivity, an electrically small PbTe sphere can by itself

possess very strong resonances. Figure 7.1 shows the scattering, absorption, and

extinction efficiencies of a 1.0 µm radius PbTe sphere in the 8-14 µm range. Several

resonances are apparent.
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Figure 7.1: Scattering, absorption, and extinction efficiencies of a 1.0 µm radius
PbTe spherical particle as a function of the wavelength.

Recall that the extinction efficiency is the sum of the scattering and absorption

efficiencies. It is identical to the scattering efficiency for a particle constructed from

a very low loss material, such as PbTe at IR wavelengths. Each of the peaks seen in

Fig. 7.1 corresponds to the excitement of a different eigenmode of the open spherical

cavity formed by the PbTe sphere. By inspecting the field distributions, one can

determine which modes correspond to the resonance peaks. The peak near 8 µm

corresponds to a magnetic quadrupole mode, the peak at 8.3 µm is an electric dipole
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mode, and the peak at 11.5 µm is a magnetic dipole mode. The resonances can be

tuned by changing the particle radius, i.e., smaller radii push the resonances towards

shorter wavelengths. For example, a 0.9 µm radius PbTe sphere has its magnetic

dipole mode near 10.4 µm, a blue-shift of about 1.1 µm from its value defined by

the 1.0 µm radius particle.

Generally, as the wavelength increases, the bare particle becomes electrically

small and the scattering can be described by Rayleigh scattering. In this quasi-static

limit (r ≪ λ), the scattered field is described by an electric dipole (TM01 mode),

but the strength of the resonance is weak. However, because of its high index of

refraction, the PbTe sphere is not electrically small at these IR wavelengths despite

its small physical size. The magnetic dipole mode at 11.5 µm is actually the first

strongly resonant mode of the PbTe sphere. While the peaks in Fig. 7.1 highlight

the strong scattering behavior associated with the resonant modes of the PbTe

sphere, there exists wavelength regions between these peaks where the resonances

transition from one mode to another (e.g., from an electric-dipole to a magnetic-

dipole) and their responses are thus combinations of those modes. For instance,

while the magnitude of the scattered field is small in these overlap regions, the far-

field pattern begins to pick up contributions from the adjacent modes resulting in

far-field patterns that are a combination of the two modes.

To control typical thermal emissions from a medium, i.e., electromagnetic waves

in the 8-12 µm range, we are interested in configurations in which we can place

resonant NPs below, through, or on an interface separating the medium from free

space and subsequently tailor the far field emission patterns. In particular, using

the NPs we would like to achieve minimal backscattering, resulting in a strong

channeling of those electromagnetic waves away from the medium, and to control
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their directivity to be away from the normal to the interface. To provide a figure of

merit to discuss such forward and backscattered phenomena, one typically defines

the ratio of the scattered far-field intensities in the forward and backwards directions

as the front-to-back ratio:

FTBR = I (0◦) /I (180◦) (7.1)

Figure 7.2 shows the FTBR values of the 1.0 µm radius PbTe sphere as a function

of the wavelength. The FTBR values cross 0 dB at 8.3 µm and 11.5 µm, where

the fundamental electric, TM01, and magnetic, TE01, dipole modes are excited,

respectively. The FTBR values achieve a maximum of ≈ 58 dB at 12.870 µm and

a minimum at 10.335 µm of ≈ −14.7 dB which indicates a sharp reduction in

forward-scattering. The scattered field expansion coefficients associated with the

FTBR minimum and maximum are shown in Table 7.1.
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Figure 7.2: FTBR of the 1.0 µm radius PbTe sphere as a function of the wavelength.

These peaks in the FTBR values are where the magnitude of the electric- and
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Min FTBR (λ = 10.335 µm) Max FTBR (λ = 12.87 µm)
n an bn an bn
1 0.032211− 0.176560i 0.032584 + 0.177546i 0.006671− 0.081403i 0.006500− 0.080360i
2 0.000007− 0.002599i 0.000002− 0.001282i 0.000001− 0.000858i 0.000000− 0.000189i
3 0.000000− 0.000024i 0.000000− 0.000005i 0.000000− 0.000005i 0.000000− 0.000001i
4 0.000000− 0.000000i 0.000000− 0.000000i 0.000000− 0.000000i 0.000000− 0.000000i

Table 7.1: TE (an) and TM (bn) scattered field expansion coefficients for the PbTe
particle at the wavelengths associated with the minimum and maximum FTBR
values.

magnetic-dipoles are excited nearly equally. One notices that the magnitude of the

FTBR minimum is much less than the magnitude of the FTBR maximum. While

having a particle that possesses zero forward-scattering is possible [99, 100, 105],

the condition for which this occurs requires the real parts of the scattered field TE

and TM mode coefficients to be near zero and the imaginary parts to be of equal

magnitude and opposite sign. At a resonance, the real parts of these coefficients

become large and eliminate the possibility of a highly resonant particle with zero

forward-scattering.

Figure 7.3 shows the far-field patterns of the 1.0 µm radius PbTe sphere at the

wavelengths corresponding to the minimum and maximum FTBR values. Because

the incident plane wave is x-polarized and has a wave vector in the +z direction, the

0◦ marker corresponds to scattering along the incident wave vector direction. The

scattering in the xz-plane (red) and yz-plane (blue-dashed) represent the electric (E-

plane) and magnetic (H-plane) effects, respectively. It is clear that there is almost

zero backscattering as the particle is almost entirely forward scattering. The nearly

complete overlap of the xz- and yz-plane lines indicates that both the electric and

magnetic modes are indeed active simultaneously with almost the same amplitude.
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Figure 7.3: Far-field patterns corresponding to the (a) minimum and (b) maximum
FTBR values for the 1.0 µm radius PbTe sphere.

While the patterns shown in Fig. 7.3 are desirable as they correspond to a drastic

reduction in the scattered far-field magnitude in either the forward- or backward-

directions, the magnitude of the scattered field itself is quite small. This behavior

occurs because these patterns correspond to wavelength values between resonances

where multiple modes contribute to the pattern, but which are not strongly excited

(see Fig. 7.1). In order to enhance the magnitude of the scattered field while main-

taining the enhanced forward-scattering behavior of the pattern in Fig. 7.2(b), both

the electric- and magnetic-dipole modes have to be resonant at the same wavelength.

7.2 IR CNPs

As emphasized in Chaps. 5 and 6, in order to create resonant, highly subwavelength

structures, epsilon negative (ENG) materials, such as gold and silver, have been

used in combination with silica, an epsilon positive (EP) material, to make a variety
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of resonant CNPs (see, e.g., [23]). Negative epsilon materials are not limited to the

visible regime; they also exist in the infrared regime. Silicon carbide, for example,

is a polaritonic material and has ENG properties in the infrared [106]. Its negative

permittivity is caused by phonon resonances. In order to couple an incident wave

into the CNP, the thickness of a SiC shell must be smaller than the skin depth

corresponding to that excitation frequency. The permittivity for such a thin layer

of SiC is given by the expression:

ǫSiC(ω) = ǫ∞
ω2 − ω2

LO + iΓω

ω2 − ω2
TO + iΓω

+
iσ

ω
(7.2)

where ωLO = 972.0 cm−1 (λLO = 10.288 µm) and ωTO = 796.0 cm−1 (λTO =

12.563 µm) are, respectively, the longitudinal- and transverse-optical phonon fre-

quencies; ǫ∞ = 4.71, the damping rate Γ = 5.25 cm−1, and the conductivity σ =

346.2 cm−1 [106]. Figure 7.4 shows the dispersion behavior of SiC given by (7.2) in

the frequency range of interest.

By using SiC in conjunction with PbTe, it is possible to design a CNP between

8-12 µm, where the ratio of the imaginary part of the index of refraction to its

real part is large and the losses are not too large. These properties provide the

opportunity to achieve resonances with large amplitudes. In addition to the ma-

terial properties, the radii of the layers factor into determining the location of the

resonances. For a resonant CNP, the resonance will exist if the core/shell radius

is maintained [107]. The limit to how large the CNP can be scaled will depend on

the losses of the materials involved as the resonance will eventually die out as the

thickness approaches the skin depth of the lossy ENG region.
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Figure 7.4: Real and imaginary parts of the permittivity of SiC as functions of the
wavelength.

We found that the application of a SiC shell to a PbTe sphere produces a highly

resonant configuration. This is due to the plasmonic effects introduced by the

EP/ENG combination of the core-shell structure. For an electrically small CNP,

the resonance is associated with an electric dipole TM01 mode. A PbTe sphere

of 100 nm radius is not resonant in the desired IR wavelength region; it responds

simply as a Rayleigh scatterer since r ≪ λ. However, with the application of a

SiC shell, the core-shell structure results in a resonance near 11 µm, even though

this particle is highly subwavelength r ≈ λ/78 (ka ≈ 0.08). A 1.5 shell/core radii

ratio is used to illustrate this, i.e., a 50 nm thick SiC shell is applied to the 100 nm

radius PbTe core. As shown in Fig. 7.5, this SiC-PbTe NP possesses a resonance at

10.5 µm. This CNP resonance will persist even for highly subwavelength particles

if the material properties and the shell/core radii remain the same (e.g., see [99]).
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Figure 7.5: Scattering, absorption, and extinction efficiencies of a SiC-PbTe CNP
of outer radius 150 nm and inner radius 100 nm.

A PbTe sphere of 1.0 µm radius, though, possesses a strong magnetic-dipole

resonance near 11.0 µm without the use of a SiC shell (see Fig. 7.1). Scaling the

1.5 shell/core radii ratio of the SiC/PbTe structure so that the PbTe core radius

is 1.0 µm (10 times larger), one finds that the magnetic resonance associated with

the bare 1.0 µm radius PbTe sphere persists with the addition of the ENG shell.

This behavior allows the simultaneous generation of the electric (from the core-

shell combination) and magnetic (from the high permittivity core) dipole resonances

at the same frequency. However, because of the increased size, the details of the

resonant behaviors are altered. To optimize the FTBR value, the optimal shell/core

radii ratio was investigated.

Fig. 7.6 shows the FTBR values obtained when a progressively thicker SiC shell

is introduced around the 1.0 µm radius PbTe sphere. The maximum FTBR value is

achieved for the 1.575 radii ratio case, i.e., for a 575 nm thick SiC shell. The cross
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Figure 7.6: FTBR of the SiC-PbTe particle as a function of increasing shell thickness.

sections of this resonant configuration are illustrated in Fig. 7.7. Their behaviors

are more complex than those associated with the factor of 10 smaller version given

in Fig. 7.5. The far-field directivity patterns associated with SiC-PbTe particles of

different radii ratios are summarized in Fig. 7.8.
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Figure 7.7: Scattering, absorption, and extinction efficiencies of the 1.575 µm,
1.0 µm core, SiC-PbTe particle as a function of the wavelength.
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Figure 7.8: Far-field directivity patterns in the E-plane (red) and H-plane (blue) of
the SiC/PbTe particle for different core-shell radii ratios.
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One observes that the application of the SiC shell improves the FTBR by slowly

introducing an electric-dipole mode to the magnetic-dipole resonance that the PbTe-

core sphere already possesses. The resulting effect is that both the electric- and

magnetic-dipoles are resonant simultaneously. By adjusting the shell/core radii

ratio, the relative strengths of these dipoles can be varied, which in turn allows one

to greatly reduce its backward scattering magnitude while enhancing its forward

scattering value. Thus, overlapping these electric and magnetic dipole resonances

yields the desired Huygens directivity behavior. The derived expansion coefficients

associated with the maximum FTBR (i.e., 1.575 core-shell radii ratio) case for the

first several orders of the scattered field are given in Table 7.2. As expected, the

Huygens source behavior occurs when the TM01 and TE01 mode are dominant and

their amplitudes are nearly equal.

n an bn

1 0.840564− 0.089112i 0.616596 + 0.040031i

2 0.014273− 0.048315i 0.000144 + 0.000429i

3 0.000184− 0.000886i 0.000002 + 0.000011i

Table 7.2: TE (an) and TM (bn) scattered field expansion coefficients for the 1.575
shell-core radii ratio SiC-PbTe particle at resonance (λ = 10.997 µm).

The 1.575 radii ratio case has its resonance at 10.997 µm. This occurs directly

in-between the resonances of the nano SiC-PbTe particle and the bare 1.0 µm radius

PbTe particle. The resonant wavelengths of the latter are, respectively, 10.5 µm and

11.5 µm. This is to be expected for this nano-sized SiC-PbTe particle. If the same

radii ratio is maintained as the particle size is increased by a factor of 10, other

modal behaviors occur which cause the resonance to red shift. On the other hand,

as the SiC shell is added to the bare 1.0 µm radius PbTe particle, the resonance is
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expected to blue shift. The result of these shifts is that the combined structure is

resonant at the indicated in-between wavelength.

The maximum FTBR value for the 1.575 radii ratio case shown in Fig. 7.6 is

≈ 17 dB. While this maximum value is smaller than that achieved by the bare PbTe

particle (≈ 58 dB), one nonetheless finds when comparing Fig. 7.8(d) to Fig. 7.3(b),

that the magnitude of the forward scattered far-field for this resonant shell-core

configuration is ≈ 80 times larger than that achieved by the non-resonant, bare

PbTe sphere. While this reduction in the FTBR value was undesirable, it was

found to stem mostly from the losses in the SiC shell which prevented a precise

cancellation of the backscattered fields. Those losses can not be eliminated when

the real part of the permittivity is negative as required by the Kramers-Krönig

relations. Nevertheless, since the negative permittivity of the shell was necessary

to achieve the resonance, this smaller FTBR value was found to be an acceptable

trade-off in the performance characteristics since a significantly enhanced forward

scattering value was consummated.

Interpreted from a scattering point of view, the core-shell particle generates a

scattered field which produces destructive interference in the direction of the exci-

tation field when both the resonant electric (a1) and magnetic (b1) dipole modes

occur at the wavelength with nearly equal contributions. This is turn causes scat-

tering in the back direction to be canceled out and to be enhanced in the forward

direction. The real parts of the scattering coefficients dominate at resonance and

cause the pattern to peak in the forward direction. We emphasize that the Huy-

gens source behavior does not require a resonant configuration, rather simply nearly

equal electric and magnetic dipole modes. The fact that both modes are resonant

simultaneously greatly enhances this behavior.
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As noted above, it is not possible to achieve a resonant configuration in which

the back-scattering amplitude is large while the forward-scattering amplitude is tiny.

Recall from Chap. 3 that if an and bn are the TE and TM plane wave scattering

coefficients from a spherical particle, the extinction, total scattering, forward and

backward cross-sections are given by the expressions [23, 36, 99, 107]:

Cext=
2π

k2

∞
∑

n=1

(2n+ 1)Re {an + bn}

Cscat=
2π

k2

∞
∑

n=1

(2n+ 1)
(
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)
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∣

∣

∣
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(7.3)

As discussed previously [99, 105] and mentioned above, one sees immediately that

the forward scattering is small if Re {an} = −Re {bn}, which means the back-

scattering will be large, but the extinction cross section will be small. Since the

extinction, scattering and absorption cross-sections are related as: Cext = Cscat +

Cabs, then Cscat ≈ Cext if the absorption is small. Therefore, the magnitude of both

the TE and TM scattering coefficients must be small if the forward scattering cross-

section is small in agreement with the Optical Theorem [108, 109]. Consequently,

this means that there are no core-shell configurations that will produce a resonant,

i.e., large, response that has a small forward cross-section and a large back-scattered

cross-section.

Figure 7.9 shows the electric field distribution as well as the behavior of the

total Poynting vector field for the 1.575 radii-ratio SiC/PbTe core-shell particle

at resonance, λ = 10.997 µm. There is a clear development of vortices of the
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Figure 7.9: Contour plots in the two principal planes, (a) and (b), and three-
dimensional view, (c), of the electric field distribution along with the normalized
total Poynting vector field and associated streamlines for λ = 10.997 µm.

Poynting vector field at locations in space (two counter-rotating vortices, i.e., a

positive index vortex near the north pole and a minus one near the south pole,
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which yields a total index of zero as required by the Poincaré-Hopf theorem [110],

the Euler characteristic of free space being zero). Such vortices and whirlpool-like

behaviors have been reported before for resonant CNPs [23, 79, 80, 81, 82]. The

corresponding power flow streamlines show a strong interaction of the incident field

with the particle occurs at resonance. This incident power flows into and through

the particle, getting trapped near the poles as it wraps around and passes back

through the particle. The power flow into the particle is very clearly seen in the

three-dimensional (3D) view of the streamlines. This additional power into the

CNP enhances the strength of the resonance. The vortices near the poles of the

CNP strongly channel the power into and then out of the CNP, i.e., the incident

field feeds both resonances, which in turn generates the strongly forward propagating

scattered power.

7.3 Control of Thermal Emissions

The enhanced FTBR values provided by the properly designed CNPs have potential

applications to control thermal emissions from a substrate. In particular, we have

considered using these CNPs near a surface to engineer the patterns of the IR

emissions [24]. While these preliminary investigations are narrow-band in scope,

they suggest that with multi-layer or multi-particle designs, one could tailor the

thermal radiation patterns from a surface.

We treated the 1.575 ratio maximum-FTBR SiC-PbTe core-shell particles as a

infinite uniform array on a planar surface. Unit cells of three such configurations

excited by an x-polarized incident plane-wave traveling in the +z direction whose

wavelength is 10.997 µm are shown in Fig. 7.10. We will refer to them as the buried,

embedded, and exposed geometries. While the analytical solutions provided ready
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access to the physics and its outcomes, they are limited to configurations with high

symmetries conforming to coordinate surfaces. These surface configurations had to

be treated numerically.

The COMSOL Multi-physics environment employs a frequency domain, finite el-

ement method; it was used to simulate these CNP-interface configurations. Perfect

electric (PEC) and perfect magnetic (PMC) side-walls were used to simulate the

infinite planar array excited by a plane wave. Plane waves in the IR regime of 8-14

µm were launched in silica substrates towards the planar interface and normally in-

cident upon it. Perfect matched layers (PMLs) were used to truncate the simulation

regions at the ends. In the buried case presented here, the CNPs are entirely within

the substrate and are touching the interface. In the embedded case, the CNPs are

half in and half out of the substrate. This configuration could be manufactured

with a periodic array of hemispherical holes into which the CNPs could fall. In the

exposed case, the CNPs are again touching the interface, but are just removed from

the substrate. Note that while the numerical simulations provide results for more

general configurations, they are much more time consuming to obtain and require

much more extensive computing resources.

If no CNPs are present, the output fields would be plane waves normal to the

interface. However, with the presence of the CNPs, the scattered field directivities

can be controlled. This is demonstrated with the scattered radiation pattern re-

sults shown in Fig. 7.10(b,d,f). In these examples, the unit cells were designed to

emphasize the effects associated with individual unit cells rather than the coupling

between them. We find that the free-space pattern given in Fig. 7.8(d) changes

when the interface is present. While the resonance of the CNP is excited, there are

many higher order scattering modes present because of the close proximity of the
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(a) “Buried” setup (b) “Buried” pattern

(c) “Embedded” setup (d) “Embedded” pattern

(e) “Exposed” setup (f) “Exposed” pattern

Figure 7.10: COMSOL unit cells (a,c,e) and generated far-field directivity patterns
(b,d,f) for the “buried”, “embedded”, and “exposed” configurations, respectively,
when λ = 10.997 µm.
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curved and planar boundaries and the higher permittivity silica (ǫr = 2.05) sub-

strate. Moreover, reflections from the presence of the interface between the silica

and vacuum are produced. While both the “buried” and “embedded” case patterns,

Figs. 7.10(b) and 7.10(d), respectively, show this back reflection, the “embedded”

case has a larger forward scattering behavior than in the backward direction. When

the CNPs are simply placed in a regular array on top of the silica substrate, as in

the “exposed” case, then Fig. 7.10(f) shows that forward-scattering can be broad-

ened from the free-space case while the back-scattering caused by the influence of

the substrate can be reduced dramatically. All three patterns show a discontinu-

ity in the far-field pattern across the silica/vacuum interface. These discontinuities

are present because we are plotting the directivity as calculated by the total electric

field. While the tangential field components of the electric field are continuous across

this interface, the normal field components are not. Furthermore, the presence of

the scatterer in the various locations with respect to the interface exacerbates the

differences in the far-field responses on both sides of it.

While configurations with the CNPs placed directly on the silica substrate offer

such an improvement, it may not be feasible to achieve them without securely at-

taching the CNPs to the substrate. The “buried” and “embedded” configurations

avoid this issue while still providing pattern control. In particular, they improve

on the amount of the thermal fields that are scattered away at oblique angles. By

integrating the far-field patterns we find that the free-space configuration shown in

Fig. 7.8(d) scatters 60% of the field within 30 degrees from the z-axis, while the “em-

bedded” case scatters 45% into the same angles. On the other hand, the “exposed”

case scatters only 32%, i.e., the remaining incident field power is scattered into more

oblique angles. Further tuning of the CNPs themselves and their array configura-
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tion may allow for the suppression of the resulting backscattered field produced by

the silica/vacuum interface, as well as reducing the power directed along the direc-

tion normal to the interface. Additional improvements of the thermal dissipation,

i.e., the power directed into the vacuum, could also be obtained by improving the

impedance match of the CNP inclusion and the resulting array with the vacuum

interface by introducing more layers of different indices of refraction. By optimizing

the array spacing, further enhancements of the oblique scattering effects may be

realized. These behaviors are currently under consideration.

Simulations of non-spherical particles are also desirable as true spheres are chal-

lenging to produce. Elliptical particles are much easier to obtain and possess sev-

eral unique properties that spheres lack. First, the asymmetry in the design leads

to polarization dependent effects, which then can lead to the particles possessing

different resonances for different polarization states. Also, the ends of the ellipsoid

are sharper than the spheres, producing more local field enhancements. These be-

haviors in free space and in the presence of the planar interface are also currently

under consideration.

7.4 Conclusions

It was shown that using a high-index dielectric such as PbTe, one can achieve mag-

netic resonances in the IR regime for spherical particles that are electrically small

in size. The negative permittivity material coatings can be applied resulting in the

introduction of electric effects while allowing the magnetic effects to persist. The

resulting CNP can be designed to have both magnetic- and electric-dipoles excited

simultaneously and can be further tuned to create far-field patterns which, through

destructive and constructive interference effects, is characterized by a drastic re-
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duction in the back-scattering and a similar enhancement of the forward-scattering.

The opposite effect was also presented, i.e., an enhanced backscattering with a re-

duction in the forward scattering. It was explained, however, that this can only

occur for non-resonant cases. This control of the IR emission patterns was extended

to interface configurations and the corresponding ellipsoidal CNP effects were dis-

cussed briefly. It was shown that by tailoring the configuration, one can further

manipulate these thermal emission behaviors. More elaborate configurations and

scattering environments are currently being considered.
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CHAPTER 8

NEAR-FIELD DIRECTIONAL CONTROL

Far-field directional control has been investigated through the simultaneous excita-

tion of electric and magnetic modes in plasmonic core-shell particles [24]. However,

this approach requires high-index dielectrics, which limits its realistic use to the

infrared regime. On the other hand, near-field directional control has been of recent

interest with advancements in the study of photonic nanojets [111, 112, 113]. These

nanojets rely on the excitation of many higher-order modes in simple dielectric

spheres to achieve their near-field focusing. Thus, large particle sizes (ka ≈ 9.79)

are required to achieve this nanojet effect.

As demonstrated throughout this dissertation, highly subwavelength-sized (e.g.,

ka ≈ 0.37) coated nanoparticles (CNPs) have tunable, large resonant enhancements

due to the presence of their plasmonic shells or cores [23]. Furthermore, it has

been shown that incorporating active material into the CNP designs can lead to

extreme enhancements [23]. However, due to the subwavelength size of a CNP,

when it is excited either by an incident plane wave [23] or an electric dipole source

[47], the scattered field only takes on electric dipole characteristics. Most of these

characteristics have been experimentally verified with the demonstration of a spaser-

based nanolaser [20].

In this chapter we present how the powerflows in the near field of passive and ac-

tive CNPs behave when perforations are introduced into their shells. In particular,

we explore how it can be controlled in the active cases and how the correspond-

ing enhanced powerflows compare with the more macroscopic photonic “nanojets”.
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This investigation was stimulated by the recognition that the interior resonances

of spherical shell persist when holes are introduced into it and express themselves

outside of the shell [114, 115, 116]. The fields near the perforations are large be-

cause of the associated edge singularities. Designing the hole(s) or perforation(s)

appropriately, one can channel the powerflow by tailoring these large fields.

8.1 Photonic nanojets

To provide a baseline performance comparison in this holey CNP investigation, a

1 µm radius glass (n = 1.55) sphere, which was discussed in [112], was chosen as

a representative example of the photonic nanojet phenomena. The electric field

distribution and powerflow behavior of the nanojet at its resonance wavelength:

642 nm, were obtained with a Mie theory analysis. These results are summarized
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Figure 8.1: Electric field distribution and total Poynting vector field of the reference
photonic nanojet case.
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in Fig. 8.1. A strong localization of the electric field on the front side of the 1 µm

radius sphere is readily apparent in Fig. 8.1, while the Poynting vector field shows a

correspondingly large powerflow in the forward direction. These effects result in the

apparent “nanojet” as the electric field distribution in the forward direction takes

on the appearance of the exhaust tail of a jet engine.

8.2 Engineering nanojet behavior into CNPs

While the micron-sized sphere has a desirable field distribution, the overall enhance-

ment of the field is actually significantly less than what has been observed with

CNPs, which are core-shell particles consisting, for example, of an epsilon-positive

(EP) dielectric core and an epsilon-negative (ENG) metallic shell. The juxtaposition

of the EP/ENG materials facilitates the excitement of surface plasmon polaritons to

which the incident field can couple, and this arrangement leads to highly resonant

subwavelength resonators. A 24 nm radius SiO2 nanoparticle with a 6 nm Ag shell

as studied previously [18, 23] is chosen as a representative CNP example here. The

electric field distribution and powerflow behavior of the passive Ag/SiO2 CNP at its

resonance wavelength of 504 nm are summarized in Fig. 8.2. While the CNP has a

larger local field enhancement than the nanojet, its scattered field pattern is that of

a an electric dipole, i.e., the CNP size is subwavelength. Also, the Poynting vector

field shows a strong convergence of the powerflow onto the CNP.

The absorption, scattering and extinction cross-section behaviors of the nanojet-

producing micron-sized dielectric sphere and the CNP are compared in Fig. 8.3.

The resonance behavior of the former is dominated by scattering effects and has a

peak resonance at 642 nm. It is clear that there are many closely spaced modes

in the optical regime for this dielectric sphere due to its large electrical size (ka ≈
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Figure 8.2: Electric field distribution and total Poynting vector field of the passive
CNP example.

9.79). On the other hand, the passive subwavelength-sized CNP (ka ≈ 0.37) only

produces an electric dipole mode when excited. Its resonance behavior is dominated

by absorption, which accounts for the convergence of the Poynting vector field onto

the CNP seen in Fig. 8.2. The absorption is due to its lossy metallic shell; the

enhanced behavior occurs because it is a resonant structure. Overall, the CNP’s

strong resonance and large field enhancement offer potential for a variety of photonic

applications. Nonetheless, its behavior is significantly different from the desirable

nanojet phenomena. In order to turn the CNP into a structure that can produce a

true nano-sized nanojet, one must alter its electric field distribution and powerflow

behaviors.
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Figure 8.3: Absorption, scattering and extinction cross-section behaviors as a func-
tion of the excitation wavelength for the (a) nanojet and (b) passive closed CNP.

As noted, because the closed CNP is a highly symmetric, electrically small struc-

ture, only the dipole mode is excited. To enable the nanojet-type localization of the

electric field, the CNP has to be modified to break its symmetry and to produce

higher order modes, at least in its near-field. The placement of a hole in the shell

accomplishes both tasks. This was demonstrated with earlier aperture coupling

studies associated with high power microwave (HPM) effects studies [114, 115, 116].

In the visible regime, holey-CNPs have been investigated previously as nanocups

[117, 118] and have been studied as a way to alter a particle’s resonant behavior

[119] through the removal of portions of the shell.

Because the shell has a real thickness (in contrast to the original infinitesimally

thin shell analyses), there are various choices one can make to cut a hole in it. The

holes in the shell presented here were achieved by subtracting out from the shell

the intersection with it of a right-circular cone whose vertex is located at the origin

of the CNP and whose axis extends outwards in the +z direction. The cone and,
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hence, the circular hole in the shell, are simply defined by the vertex angle of the

cone. COMSOL multiphysics v4.3 is used to simulate the behavior of these holey-

CNPs. The incident plane wave field is assumed to be x-polarized and propagating

along the +z-axis and the solution space was terminated with perfectly matched

layers (PML). Depictions of the COMSOL models for the 30-24 Ag/SiO2 CNP with

40◦ and 90◦ hole opening angles are shown in Fig. 8.4.

(a) 40◦ opening (b) 90◦ opening

Figure 8.4: COMSOL models of the holey-CNP for opening angles: (a) 40◦, and (b)
90◦.

The resonance behaviors of the absorption cross-sections of the passive holey-

CNPs for varying hole opening angles are summarized in Fig. 8.5. As expected

from the microwave studies, the resonance behavior of the closed CNP persists with

the holey-CNPs. One finds that the resonance redshifts as the hole opening angle

is increased. This is expected because the presence of the hole introduces loss in

the resonator, which detunes its resonance and lowers its resonance frequency. The

magnitude of the resonance response remains large even for large opening angles,

e.g., 90◦. The effects of the presence of the hole on the electric field distribution
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Figure 8.5: Absorption cross-section behavior as a function of wavelength for various
opening angles of the passive holey-CNP.

near the passive holey-CNP are shown in Fig. 8.6 for the opening angles of 40◦ and

90◦.

It is found that the presence of the hole and the associated edge singularities lead

to a strong localization of the electric field near the hole edges. The powerflow is still

converging onto the CNP, but now it also flows into it. In fact, one sees that these

edge fields strongly pull the power into the holey-CNP’s interior. There is now a

clear asymmetry in the response between the front (away from the source) and back

(toward the source) sides of the holey-CNP; and, like the nanojet, there is a strong

localization of the field on its front side. While the powerflow still converges onto

the holey-CNPs due to the absorptive behavior of these passive, lossy resonators, we

expected that the introduction of gain material into the silica core would then lead

to holey-CNPs that (like their closed counter-parts) achieve a super-resonant state

at which the scattering and absorption losses are overcome and the incident field is
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Figure 8.6: Electric field distribution and the total Poynting vector field for the
passive holey-CNPs with opening angles: (a) 40◦, and (b) 90◦.
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then amplified. A strong expulsion of the scattered field from the hole region and a

corresponding enhancement of the powerflow from it would then be achieved in this

amplifying state. Active CNPs with efficiencies of 104-105 have been observed (e.g.,

[23, 47]) when the requisite gain value has been achieved. The introduction of gain

is modeled by introducing an imaginary component of the index of refraction in the

silica region: N = n+ i κ, so that when κ < 0, amplification occurs. The variations

of the resonant behavior of the active holey-CNPs, including the changes in the gain

constant needed to maintain the super-resonance state and the resonance frequency

for that value of κ, when the hole size is varied are summarized in Fig. 8.7.
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Figure 8.7: Behavior of the holey-CNPs as a function of the hole opening angle. (a)
The κ value needed to maintain the super-resonance state, and (b) the resonance
wavelength for that κ value.

The resonance wavelength behavior is consistent with that seen in Fig. 8.7b, i.e.,

red-shifting occurs as the hole size increases while the requisite κ value decreases, as

seen in in Fig. 8.7a. The latter occurs, in part, because of the removal of a segment

of the lossy metallic shell and the subsequent increased powerflow into the interior

region due to the presence of the strong edge fields. This is opposite to that seen
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previously in active nanocups employing void mode resonances [120]. These void-

mode resonators had typical radius values of 150-250 nm. The poor localization of

the electric field in these large particles required an increase in the gain threshold

value to maintain their performance. This is not the case with the holey-CNPs

as the local field enhancements actually improve with the introduction of the hole.

Note also that the variation in the gain constant is relatively small. Because the

open spherical shell has a broader resonance, the super-resonance state is easier to

maintain, which elucidates immediately this small gain constant variation.

While the introduction of the active material does not change the character of

the field localization behavior of the passive holey-CNP cases seen in Figs. 8.6a and

b, the powerflow behavior is radically different. These effects are summarized in

Figs. 8.8 and 8.9 for the active complete-shell CNP and its 40◦ and 90◦ holey-CNP

counterparts. The presence of the hole continues to cause a strong localization of

the fields on the front side of the CNP, while the active nature of the resonance

now leads to an expulsion of power from its interior into that direction. Again the

active complete-shell CNP (Figs. 8.8a and 8.9a) has a symmetric resonance and the

expulsion of power from the core when it is in its super-resonance state follows this

symmetry. On the other hand, the extreme powerflow in the holey-CNP cases is

highly directed out through the aperture (Figs. 8.8b,c and Figs. 8.9b,c). Despite

the large field enhancements locally, the phenomenon falls off quickly for either the

closed or open cases because of the subwavelength size of these transducers.
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(b) 40◦ holey-CNP electric field
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Figure 8.8: Electric field distributions along with the total Poynting vector field for
active CNPs with opening angles: (a) complete shell, (b) 40◦, and (c) 90◦.
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Figure 8.9: Magnetic field distributions along with the total Poynting vector field
for active CNPs with opening angles: (a) complete shell, (b) 40◦, and (c) 90◦.
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8.3 Comparison

The nanojet-like outward powerflow for the active 10◦ and 90◦ holey-CNPs at radial

distances R corresponding to 1 and 3 particle radii from the origin are summarized

and compared to the nanojet powerflow in Fig. 8.10. The active holey-CNPs possess

a strong asymmetric powerflow in the forward direction in their very near-field

region. The presence of the edges and their impact on the powerflow is readily

seen in the R = r plots. The maximum powerflow enhancements for R = r occurs

at the edges of the shell opening for the holey-CNP cases. Moreover, not only does
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Figure 8.10: Angular powerflow (near field pattern) behavior as a function of the
distance R from the origin.
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the presence of the hole lead to a strong localization of the field on the front side

of the holey-CNP, the hole also allows the power to flow freely from the core to

the exterior region. At the radial distance R = 3r, the powerflow has significantly

diverged for the nanojet as well as the holey-CNP cases, and the enhancement has

similarly dropped off. The active holey-CNP patterns begin to look like dipoles as

the far-field is entered.

In contrast to the nanojet, the main beam widths of the beam patterns at the

particle’s surface (at R = r) shown in Fig. 8.10 are a bit larger, but the sidelobe levels

are smaller. These widths clearly correspond to the opening angle of the aperture.

If the aperture were smaller, the near-field beam width would be narrower. One

finds that the local beams of the active radiators are several orders of magnitude

higher in intensity than the nanojet values despite their much smaller size. Again,

the effects fall off quickly with the distance from all of the particles. One can see

that the beam patterns of the holey-CNPs transition into the expected dipole form

within a few particle radii. This transition occurs more slowly for larger aperture

angles as the deviation from the closed configuration is greater. On the other hand,

the smaller apertures channel more power into their localized beams. In contrast,

the multi-modes present in the nanojet source quickly express themselves in the

pattern over the same distance and broaden the powerflow behavior.

To compare the performance of the nanojet source and the holey-CNPs as direc-

tional concentrators, one needs to look at a ratio of the powerflow on the front and

back sides of those particles. We introduce the front-to-back-ratio (FTBR) as the

ratio of the amplitude of the powerflow in the +z direction on the front side of the

particle at z = 1 µm and z = 30 nm for the nanojet and holey-CNPs, respectively,

to the powerflow at the same distance but in the opposite, −z direction on its back
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side.

FTBR =
P+z(front)(R = r)

P−z(back)(R = r)
(8.1)

The FTBR values for the nanojet and for the active holey-CNPs for various opening

angles are summarized in Fig. 8.11 with respect to the distance d from the front

face of the particle, which, is located at z = 1 µm and z = 30 nm for the nanojet

and holey-CNP cases, respectively. Note that a value > 1 (0 dB) indicates an

enhancement while a value < 1 (< 0 dB) represents a corresponding reduction in

the powerflow relative to the background.
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Figure 8.11: FTBR as a function of the distance d in front of the particle normalized
to its radius.

The complete shell-CNP resonates as an electric dipole and accordingly has a

FTBR of 0 dB, i.e., the powers radiated into the front and back directions are equal.

The ripples in the FTBR for the nanojet results are due to interference effects on

the backside of the sphere where the electric field magnitude is very low. While it
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is clear that the nanojet has the largest FTBR in the very near field, the holey-

CNPs also possess large FTBRs while being highly subwavelength. The FTBR falls

off quickly for both the nanojet and holey-CNP configurations, but there is still

a relative enhancement of directed powerflow of ≈ 1 dB and ≈ 3 dB for the 90◦

and nanojet cases at a distance three radii in front of the structures, respectively.

Note that smaller apertures, such as the 40◦ configuration, can achieve FTBR values

similar to the 90◦ case. Nevertheless, the overall enhancement of the powerflow on

the front side of the active holey CNPs is greater due to the better localization

of the fields on the edges of the shell aperture on the front side. In fact, while

the FTBR highlights the directivity of the particles, it does not shed light on the

overall enhancement of the powerflow. This can be seen by looking at the absolute

powerflow in front of the particle. The enhancement of the powerflow in the +z

direction is summarized in Fig. 8.12 for the 1 µm radius nanojet case and for the

30 nm radius, active 40◦ and 90◦ holey-CNP cases.
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Figure 8.12: Comparison of the enhancement of the front powerflow for the nanojet
and active holey-CNP cases.
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Both the nanojet and holey-CNP cases were excited by planewaves whose electric

fields had magnitude 1 V/m. While the nanojet distribution possessed a larger

FTBR than the holey-CNPS, the 40◦ and 90◦ holey-CNPs possessed more front

powerflow enhancement, over 50 dB and 30 dB larger, respectively. This is due to

the super-resonance state of the active CNPs. In fact, the enhancement of the front

powerflow for the nanojet falls to nearly 0 dB after just five radii (5 µm) in front of

the sphere which puts a constraint on its application in realistic devices. Combining

both the FTBR and front powerflow enhancements leads to a metric that takes into

account the directivity and the powerflow of the designs. The front-enhancement-

efficiency, FEE, is introduced as the product of the FTBR and the front powerflow

values:

FEE = FTBR
P+z

I0
(8.2)

When the FTBR is combined with the overall enhancement in this manner, the per-

formance of the nanojet improves from that seen in Fig. 8.7, but is still significantly

less than the values achieved with the active holey-CNPs. Again, the enhancement

of the nanojet falls off rapidly and has almost reached 0 dB at a distance of five radii

in front of the particle, whereas the active holey-CNPs values extend much further

into the far field of the nanoparticles.
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Figure 8.13: Front enhancement efficiency, FEE, as a function of the distance in
front of the particle normalized by its radius.

While the nanojet is radially 33.333 times larger than the CNPs, it is volumet-

rically ≈ 37,000 times as large. Its large size leads to the many higher-order modes

that are excited at its resonance which constructively interfere to produce the “nano-

jet” behavior observed in the electric field distribution. While the presence of these

higher-order modes are not present in the closed CNP, it has been shown here that

the intelligent introduction of a perforation on the front side of a CNP can lead to

a strong localization of the electric field in this region and the subsequent intro-

duction of gain material leads to an expulsion of power from the core which flows

preferentially from this hole. While the relative enhancement of the asymmetric

powerflow of the holey-CNPs is less than that of the nanojet, the nanoparticles have

reproduced the two defining characteristics of a nanojet: a localization of the field

on the front side of the structure and a strong powerflow in the forward direction.
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Moreover, the overall enhancement of the forward power is actually much larger

due to the presence of the active material resulting in nanoparticles that act as true

nanoscale nanojets.
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CHAPTER 9

EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OF NANOPARTICLES

The recent surge of interest in theoretical and computational studies of nanoparticles

has been due to the realization that there are many exciting potential applications

for them, particularly in the biological and biomedical fields for the treatment of

tumors [12, 13, 14], as well as drug delivery [10, 11]. While the predictions of the be-

haviors of optical NPs are often performed analytically for spherical configurations,

experimentally produced NPs often deviate from those ideal spherical geometries.

Nevertheless, analytical techniques based on Mie theory approaches have proven to

be very accurate in predicting the optical behaviors of NPs as typically only dipole

modes are excited due to their subwavelength sizes. Studies of chemically prepared

NPs that combine experimental measurements, as well as analytical/computational

modeling and of analytical/computational techniques to improve the efficiency and

overall understanding of these prepared NPs are discussed in this chapter.

9.1 Analysis of hollow gold nanoshell particle distributions

Although Mie theory is usually only employed to model the optical behavior of NPs

having predetermined compositions, it can also be employed inversely to extract

the composition of a collection of experimentally prepared NPs. Figure 9.1 shows a

series of chemically prepared hollow gold nanoshells (HGNS) in solution.
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Figure 9.1: Photo of D-series in solution. From left to right: D1, D2, D3, D4.

The varying colors of the D-series 1-4, one of several HGNS series prepared

by Mr. Mariano Garćıa Soto and Prof. Roberto Guzman of the Department of

Chemical and Environmental Engineering at the University of Arizona, are a result

of the differing particle size distributions in each sample. The absorption spectra

for this D-series more quantitatively highlights the differences between the samples

and are summarized in Fig. 9.2. The surface plasmon resonance (SPR) wavelengths

of each sample in the series are given in the legend. The shifting of the SPR peak

wavelengths shows that there is a clear difference in the particle size distribution of

the different samples since, as discussed several times in this dissertation, an NP’s

resonance wavelength is not only determined by its constituent materials, but also

its geometrical size. Because all of these NPs are comprised of gold, the reason for

their differing SPR values is then due to a difference in particle sizes contained in

these samples.
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Figure 9.2: Absorption behavior of D-series HGNS as a function of the excitation
wavelength.

9.1.1 SEM and TEM analysis

In order to measure the particle size distribution of the prepared samples directly,

high-energy imaging techniques were used. A 30 keV scanning electron microscope

(SEM) image of the D1 sample is shown in Fig. 9.3. The SEM image clearly shows

that a variety of particle sizes are contained in the D1 sample. In order to extract the

particle sizes from a SEM image, image manipulation software must be employed.

Imagej is a free software package provided by the National Institute of Health

(NIH) and is commonly used by biologists to measure and track cells in collections

of images. In particular, it provides the necessary tools to measure the particle

sizes in these SEM images. The aggregation of the particles is a result of their

preparation for imaging since the SEM measurement cannot be used to image the

particles while in solution. The samples are deposited onto a copper mesh substrate,
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which is later placed in the SEM chamber, and aggregate as they dry. The built-

in automated particle size measurement tool in Imagej has difficulty measuring

individual particles for these aggregated samples; it does not “see” separate entities,

but rather contiguous clumps as many of these particles are touching. While the

automated algorithms in Imagej fail to identify individual particles whose edges

overlap, one can easily distinguish these individual particles in the actual image.

Figure 9.3: SEM image of the D1 sample.

In order to better identify the edges of the particles, a contrast enhancement can

be applied to the original SEM image (Fig. 9.3). Regions of interest (ROI) overlays

can then be drawn around individual particles and measurements of the ROI area

and, hence, the particles radii can be performed. Figure 9.4 shows the contrast

enhancement applied to the original SEM image with ROI overlays applied to it.

While the ROIs drawn are circular, it is apparent that the HGNS do not perfectly

conform to these shapes. Many of them have odd shapes and protuberances. Nev-
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ertheless, the circular ROIs are a good approximation to these real NPs. Also, while

the 30 keV energy of the SEM machine is high enough to measure the particles’ sizes,

the energy is insufficient to determine the thickness of their Au shells. In order to

“zoom” in on the particles, higher energy TEM imaging has to be performed on the

sample as well.

Figure 9.4: SEM image of D1 sample with ROI overlay and contrast enhancement.

Figure 9.5 shows a TEM image of the sample with ROI overlays. The lines in

the circles of the ROIs represent an attempt to measure the shell thickness. Again,

the circular ROIs and lines are all drawn by hand after the SEM and TEM imaging

takes place. The TEM imaging presents some problems in that while the use of

the high-energy e-beam is necessary to image these particles, the beam is intense

enough to burn the sample should the beam be focused on the particles for too long

a time. This makes the imaging process difficult as it is hard to sharply image the

sample while not also destroying it.
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Figure 9.5: TEM image of D1 sample with ROI overlay.

Results from the ROI analysis of the D-1 sample in Imagej are summarized

in Figs. 9.6a and b. There is a clear dispersion amongst the particle radii, i.e.,

different radii values, and shell thicknesses, which was apparent, but not perfectly

quantifiable, from the SEM and TEM images. The particle radii range from 5-

30 nm, while the shell thicknesses range from 4.5-8 nm. The thickness distribution

is more uniform than the dispersion in the radii. This occurs because there is more

control in the chemical process for producing the HGNS as the “growing” of the

shell can be regulated somewhat. On the other hand, the dispersion in the radius

cannot be so precisely managed since the shells are grown on silver NP placeholders

which have an inherent uncertainty in their size distribution. The silver is eventually

leached out of solution leaving the HGNS with a somewhat uniformly distributed

shell thickness and a more dispersive distribution in the particle sizes. A similar
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Figure 9.6: D1 particle size distribution extracted from the SEM and TEM images.

procedure of using ROI overlays to measure the particles can also be applied to the

other samples.

Figure 9.7 shows an SEM image of the D4 sample with the ROI overlays applied.

In the same manner that the D4 spectrum is narrower and “cleaner” than the D1

spectrum (Fig. 9.2), the D4 SEM image also appears “cleaner” when it is compared

to the D1 SEM image. Objectively, it was easier to distinguish individual particles

in the D4 image than it was in the D1 image, and the ROIs seem more circular.

Perception is subjective, however, and the measurement of the D4 sizes still must

be performed in order to say anything about the sizes conclusively.
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Figure 9.7: SEM image of the D4 sample with the ROI overlay.

The extracted particle size distributions for the D1 and D4 samples are shown

in Fig. 9.8. The D4 sample was found to be actually more dispersive than the D1

sample which went against the initial perceptions from the SEM image analysis

before the measurements were actually performed. The D4 sample does contain a

much higher concentration of larger particles than the D1 sample. In hindsight, this

was actually manifested in the absorption spectra seen in Fig. 9.1. The CNPs tend

to blue-shift in their resonance wavelength as the particle radius is increased and this

explains the shift of the SPR peak from 668 nm for the D1 sample to 583 nm for the

D4 sample. This suggests that samples D2, D3, and D4 would be made comprised

of progressively larger particle sizes when compared to their D1 counterpart.
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Figure 9.8: Comparison of the D1 and D4 particle size distributions extracted from
their SEM images.

While the analysis using SEM and TEM imaging is straightforward, the process

is extremely tedious. Time must be booked in advance to use the SEM machine

and the TEM imaging must be performed by a technician which, while a neces-

sary consequence of having the need to use such expensive analysis equipment,

presents a further difficulty in quickly analyzing the distributions of the particle

sizes. Moreover, the size measurements may also need to be performed by hand in

post processing and not all particles can be distinguished if there is any aggregation

of the particles, which leads to an uncertainty in the particle size distribution even

after performing this rigorous analysis. On the other hand, the absorption spectra

measurement can be performed immediately in the lab and is relatively quick and

painless. In theory, all of the information needed to analyze these particles is con-

tained in their absorption spectra. It would be quite useful to have a method to

quantify the NP size distribution from their absorption spectra. We propose such

an approach and validate it next.
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9.1.2 Decomposition based analysis

Mie theory has been widely used to model the spectral behavior of NPs. It has the

advantage that calculations of the absorption and scattering spectra can readily be

performed with knowledge of the particle size and composition. As discussed in the

previous section, while chemically produced NP compositions can be regulated in

laboratory preparations, there is less control over their sizes. Full SEM and TEM

imaging can be performed to explicitly measure and analyze these NPs, but these

processes are time consuming and are not without their own inherent challenges

(e.g., burning of the sample, etc. . . ).

A way to extract the particle size distribution mathematically would be ex-

tremely valuable because the time required to measure these particles would be

drastically reduced. Mie scattering is a linear optical phenomenon and the proper-

ties of linear optics lets us consider the absorption spectra of a chemically prepared

sample of NPs as a linear combination of the responses from individual scatterers.

Consider a spectrum y of a sample of NPs described by

y = bx (9.1)

where b is an n × m matrix whose columns are basis states corresponding to the

spectra of uniquely sized nanoparticles and x is a vector of length m whose compo-

nents are the weighting factors for this linear expansion. This vector equation can

be written explicitly as:
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This vector equation can be solved directly to obtain x if the inverse of b can be

found. In particular, one then has

x = b−1y (9.3)

In practice, once the spectrum of a sample is obtained, a fit to it can be per-

formed with a constrained least-squares approach based on the Mie theory results.

The weighting coefficients are forced to be non-negative [121]. This is a physical

constraint as the NPs can not contribute negatively to the combined spectra (i.e.,

there cannot exist a negative amount of a certain NP in the sample). Decomposi-

tion based techniques have been used previously to recover hidden objects in turbid

media [122, 123]. The success of this method is subject to having the correct basis

set. Because it has been impossible to date to produce experimentally a batch of

perfectly monodispersive NPs, i.e., a set of NPs with only one size, we do not have

the exact spectrum corresponding to a specific experimental NP fabrication process.

Nonetheless, this is a situation where Mie theory is readily applicable. While the

spectrum y is known, the particular set of basis states b and weighting coefficients

x are both unknown. On the other hand, the unknown states of the actual NPs can

be approximated using Mie theory based on a decomposition performed for different

sets of NP sizes and then matched to the measured spectum.

Figure 9.9 shows the decomposition results for the extracted particle size distri-

bution along with the SEM/TEM results of the D1 sample. The basis states were

generated with Mie theory and included NP sizes ranging from 5-40 nm in radius

and 1-8 nm shell thicknesses. The least squares fit had difficulty fitting the shorter

wavelength region of the spectra while the longer wavelengths were well matched.

The corresponding extracted radius distribution is much broader and seems to be
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shifted to somewhat larger particle sizes. Nonetheless, for having no knowledge of

the exact distribution, the Mie basis states provided a reasonable estimate of the

experimentally determined NP sizes.
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Figure 9.9: Decomposition-based analysis of the particle composition of the D1
sample.(a) Absorption spectra: experimental measurement (blue-dashed) and least
squares fit (magenta). (b) Radii distribution from the SEM image of the D1 sample.
(c) Radii distribution obtained with the decomposition method.
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(c) D4 radii distribution from decompostion

Figure 9.10: Decomposition-based analysis of the particle composition of the D4
sample. (a) Absorption spectra: experimental measurement (blue-dashed) and least
squares fit (magenta). (b) Radii distribution from the SEM image of the D4 sample.
(c) Radii distribution obtained with the decomposition method.

While the broad nature of the D1 spectra made the decomposition somewhat

challenging, the D4 series had a narrower spectrum. The decomposition results of

the D4 sample are summarized in Fig. 9.10; they are strikingly different from the

D1 results. The net outcome for both cases seem to suggest that larger particles
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exist in the D1 and D4 samples than were measured in the SEM/TEM images. The

D4 decomposition results do predict that the sample is mostly comprised of 15 nm

radii NPs. This distribution was also determined from the SEM/TEM analysis.

While the analysis using Mie theory and the decomposition techniques based

on it failed to reproduce exactly the data seen experimentally, these preliminary

results remain promising. The time necessary to measure the NP samples consists of

hours of SEM and TEM imaging, as well as many hours of post processing analysis.

However, due to the requirement to book and pay for the time on the campus-wide-

use SEM and TEM equipment, it can take up to weeks to complete a single analysis.

On the other hand, the decomposition method takes only seconds to complete.

While its predictions do not presently match well with the experimental results,

improvements to the decomposition method could be achieved through the use of a

more representative set of basis states. For instance, we believe some of the errors

arise because the majority of the NPs are actually not spherical. The chemical fabri-

cation process does not produce perfect spheres. To adjust for non-spherical sample

sets, we need basis states to better match the fabricated NPs. The responses for

a set of imperfectly formed (non-spherical) NPs could be obtained numerically, for

instance, with finite element techniques. Another possible improvement is to imple-

ment algorithms that can eliminate states from an overcomplete (non-representative)

basis and rerun the analysis until the solution converges. Finally, a better knowledge

of the permittivity of the fabricated nanometer scale Au shells could help further

improve the matching of the created basis states to reality. The potential of the

decomposition method is exciting due to the minimal requirement of time and effort

to perform the analysis.
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9.2 Partially decorated nanoparticles

While hollow shells are of interest for various studies, it remains highly desirable to

have a true CNP, i.e., one with a continuous shell around its dielectric core. Silica

NPs are chosen typically as the template to which an Au shell is to be applied

since the chemical preparation of silica NPs has been widely studied and is a well

controlled process [41, 42, 43, 44]. It results in highly spherical and uniformly

dispersive NPs. Growing a shell on a silica NP is a multi-step process and is started

by the application of many layers of individual Au NPs. Figure 9.11 shows the

growth process used for chemical preparation of Au/SiO2 CNPs.

Figure 9.11: Growth process of partially decorated NPs.

The Au/SiO2 growth process is achieved through the addition of 1-2 nm Au

NPs which, after careful preparation, stick to the surface of a SiO2 NP. In order

to grow a complete shell, many Au NPs have to adhere to the surface of the SiO2

NP and begin to form clusters. After further introduction of more Au NPs to the

surface, they begin to coalesce and form a complete shell. If the shell growth process

is halted before a continuous shell is formed, the silica NPs will be left with just

a collection of Au NPs and clusters attached to its surface. Such configurations

are called partially-decorated (PD) nanoparticles. Just as with the HGNS, TEM

imaging needs to be performed to properly characterize these PD NPs.

TEM images of prepared partially decorated silica NPs are shown in Figure 9.12.
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(a) 50 keV

(b) 110 keV

Figure 9.12: TEM images of partially decorated silica nanoparticles with beam
energies (a) 50 keV and (b) 110 keV.

They reveal that the 1-2 nm Au NPs have formed clusters of varying sizes. The

distribution of the Au clusters appears to be somewhat uniform with some random
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abnormalities, while the silica NPs seem to be highly spherical with two dominant

sizes apparent in the TEM images.

The corresponding measured absorption spectrum is shown in Fig. 9.13. The

general behavior of the spectra shows a strong (1/λ4) behavior due to the mostly

uncovered silica NPs which are ≈ 55 nm in radius for the smaller species seen

in Fig. 9.12. The peak at 555 nm is caused by the plasmonic interaction of the

Au clusters on the silica surface. While the behavior is weak, the presence of a

plasmonic resonance even for these partially-decorated NPs is promising. Through

the introduction of more Au, one should be able to observe a shift in the plasmon

resonance as the shell is grown.
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Figure 9.13: Absorption spectra of the prepared partially-decorated NP sample.

The partially-decorated NPs (PD-NPs) were chosen as a first attempt to more

accurately model some of the non-ideal and more complex NPs arising in the chem-

ical fabrication processes of the desired Au-based core-shell NPs. Moreover, they

have silica cores that are highly-spherical and very monodispersive in contrast to
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the observed HGNS. COMSOL multiphysics v4.3 was used to model the behavior

of the PD NPs. Figure 9.14 shows the construction of the PD NP model.

Figure 9.14: xz-plane view of the initial construction of the PD NP model

To minimize the computational costs, symmetry planes are introduced to reduce

the numerical problem size to 1/4 of its actual size. This significantly decreases

the number of tetrahedrals needed to solve the problem and, hence, dramatically

shortens the overall computational time. The spherical nature of the silica core

is conducive to this symmetry model, and a quarter-sphere is used to represent

the silica core. A radius of 50 nm is chosen for the SiO2 NP model; it is a close

approximation of the NP sizes in the experimentally prepared sample. A 5 nm

radius sphere (highlighted in red in Fig. 9.14) is chosen to represent the Au clusters.

This sphere can be copied around the surface of the sphere with various spacings to

simulate different PD densities. Two such example densities are shown in Fig. 9.5.
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(a) N = 51

(b) N = 85

Figure 9.15: xz-plane view of the (a) N = 51 and (b) N = 85 PD NP geometries.

The silica core is highlighted in red in Fig. 9.15 to contrast it from the Au NPs

(in gray). The problem is solved for x-polarized incident plane waves traveling in

the +z direction. The final step in the setup of the PD NP models is to establish the

appropriate boundary conditions to ensure the symmetry of the model is properly
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defined. The final model setup is shown in Fig. 9.16.

Figure 9.16: View of the N = 85 model with the proper choice of symmetry bound-
ary conditions.

A perfect electrical conductor (PEC) boundary condition is chosen for the wall

in the yz-plane since it is normal to the x direction and allows a good representation

of the electric field of the x-polarized plane wave. A perfect magnetic conducting

(PMC) wall is then chosen for the xz-plane. It is normal to the y direction, which

coincides with the direction of the incident magnetic field. The choice of these

boundary conditions creates mirror images of the quarter-sphere resulting in the

simulation of a complete sphere within a single quadrant. Perfectly matched layers

(PMLs) are employed on the radially-outermost layer to truncate the numerical

solution space. The spheres are assumed to be in solution and the external medium

is chosen to be H2O (n = 1.33). A layer just outside the Au NPs is employed to
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ensure that a properly dense mesh is contained within the PD NP vicinity to ensure

a good representation of the physics of the highly localized fields there. It allows for

a much less dense mesh to be used further away where the fields are mainly due to

the background plane wave.

Figure 9.17 highlights the resonance behaviors of the simulated PD NPs. The

N = 51 and N = 85 PD NP behaviors are contrasted with that of a single 5 nm

radius Au NP. There is a clear red-shifting of the resonance from this single Au

NP as higher Au densities are employed in the PD NP cases. The shifting is the

result of the interaction of adjacent Au NPs on the silica NP surface. For higher Au

NP densities, the Au clusters begin to resemble a shell and the observed resonance

shifting is greater.
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Figure 9.17: Normalized resonance behavior of the bare Au NP (blue), the N = 51
PD NP (black), and the N = 85 PD NP (red).

A three-dimensional view of the N = 85 PD NP at resonance (λ = 606 nm) is

shown in Figure 9.18 which shows the localization of the electric field on the entire
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outer surface of the core. While the field localization seems to be mostly aligned

with the x-polarized incident field, there is a complex coupling behavior between

the Au NPs that almost appears as a web connecting some of the Au sites. The

Au NP density is not large enough to capture the behavior of a continuous shell,

but it appears to be more shell-like in the portions of the model where there is this

web-like field localization. Due to memory limitations, we could not model a higher

density PD NP configuration to determine how dense the NP distribution would

have to be to recover the spherical shell response.

Figure 9.18: Three-dimensional electric field distribution for the N = 85 PD NP at
its resonance (λ = 606 nm).

The interaction of the incident field powerflow with the PD NP is shown in an

xz-plane cross-sectional view in Fig. 9.19. Streamlines of the Poynting vector field

highlight the powerflow behavior of the incident field near the PD NP while the

electric field distribution shows the localization of the field near the Au NPs. The

streamlines flow into the poles formed on the edges of the Au NPs and form localized
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vortices. The interaction of adjacent Au NPs is also apparent due to the large local

field enhancement occurring between these clusters.
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Figure 9.19: Electric field distribution and associated streamlines of the Poynting
vector field for the N = 85 PD NP at its resonance (λ = 606 nm).

Finally, the resonance behaviors of the simulated PD NP configurations are

compared to the experimentally-prepared sample in Fig. 9.20. The peak of the

N = 51 configuration is close to matching the peak of the experimental sample while

the N = 85 resonance is further red-shifted. The experimental sample has a very

broad resonance width possibly suggesting the presence of silica NPs in solutions

with varying densities of Au clusters attached to them. A similar decomposition

analysis to what was done on the HGNS could be performed to see what range

of Au densities were achieved in the experimental sample. Further experimentation

would be necessary to determine more exactly how and why the behavior of these real

NPs differs from the ideal, as well as from the FEM simulated cases. Unfortunately,

funding for these experiments, which were being performed by the Soto-Guzman

team, ended and more complete evaluations could not be completed.
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Figure 9.20: Normalized resonance behaviors of the bare experimental PD sample
(magenta), the Au NP (blue), the N = 51 PD NP (black), and the N = 85 PD NP
(red).
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CHAPTER 10

CONCLUSIONS

Coated nanoparticles (CNP) are core-shell particles consisting of differing layers of

epsilon positive (EP) and epsilon negative (ENG) materials. It has been shown

several times in this dissertation (e.g., see Chap. 3) how the juxtaposition of these

EP and ENG materials can lead to the possibility of coupling incident plane waves

to surface plasmon resonances (SPR) for particles that are highly subwavelength in

size. Moreover, it was discussed in Chap. 4 how the SPR could be tuned to a desired

wavelength by changing the CNP’s material parameters and sizes. While the ENG

materials possess the necessary permittivity values to support plasmon resonances,

they also have inherent losses which limit the potential strengths of these resonances.

It was discussed in Chap. 5 how the introduction of active material into the dielectric

(EP) regions could not only overcome theses losses, but also amplify the incident

fields. Several optimal configurations of these active CNPs were proposed in Chap. 5,

and the results of the simulation of their performance characteristics were reported.

Quantum dot (QD) based-CNPs were investigated in Chap. 6. A consequence of

their finite size, the influence of the QD gain material location within the CNP was

examined. In general, it was discovered that the gain material should be located near

the ENG/EP boundary where the surface plasmons are excited in order to ensure

that the coupling between the excited gain material and the surface plasmons is

maximized. Methods to control the directivity of the CNP scattered fields were

then investigated in Chaps. 7 and 8. It was discussed how the superposition of

electric and magnetic dipole modes would lead to preferentially directed scattering.
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In particular, it was shown in Chap. 7 how CNPs with minimal backscattering

could be achieved through the use of high index dielectrics and a proper choice

of ENG materials in the infrared regime. These passive configurations, the so-

called Huygens particles, were proposed for the efficient removal and redirection of

thermal radiation. Another approach, the judicious deletion of a part of the outer

ENG shell to achieve an active holey core-shell nano-configuration, led to a highly

directive near-field channeling of the power that was competitive with much larger

nanojet structures. Finally, our first investigations of the experimental preparations

of hollow gold nanoshells and partially-decorated silica spheres were presented in

Chap. 9. Methods for improving the characterization of experimental samples of

NPs based on decomposition methods, using Mie theory generated basis states,

were proposed and analyzed. While the agreement between the initial simulation

and experimental results was not perfect, the results were shown to be none the less

promising.

10.1 Future works

While a number of interesting and novel investigations and applications of both

passive and active coated nanoparticles were discussed in this dissertation, there are

many new and exciting research directions that can be explored. The following are

suggestions for potential future studies of CNPs.

The most pressing work for the near future is to complete a series of experimental

studies of passive and active CNPs, as well as the subsequent comparisons between

the analytical, numerical simulation, and measured results of their properties. The

dream goal is to perform a detailed study of active CNPs to confirm that their

behavior is indeed much larger than what can be achieved with the corresponding
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“inside-out” NPs. This would not only confirm our analytical results [23], but we

expect it would also reassert to the greater research community that there is a large

potential for CNP-based applications and that there is a consequent strong need to

improve the community’s ability to experimentally produce them.

Many-layered CNPs (MLCNP) offer the potential for multiple individual reso-

nances to occur within one subwavelength-sized particle. This can be accomplished

by constructing a stratified sphere with a variety of different metal and dielectric lay-

ers [90]. If properly designed and constructed, an individual MLCNP could possess

resonances that span the entire visible regime. These MLCNPs would be of great

practical interest for localized optical sensors for a variety of applications including

the detection of chemical and biological weapons.

In a related effort at the University of Arizona, it has been shown recently

that nanoscale thick (< 10 nm) Au films can exhibit large anisotropies in their

permittivity [124]. This phenomenon may then be present in CNPs which possess

shell thicknesses on this order. Such anisotropies can be taken into account by

using a tensorial representation of the material’s permittivity. The resulting effects

can be evaluated numerically with some effort using COMSOL Multiphysics v4.3.

These anisotropies may help explain some of the discrepancies seen between the

local experimental and analytical NP studies in which we have participated.

CNPs are a promising candidate for use in exploiting nonlinear optical phenom-

ena due to their extreme local field enhancements. Presently, nonlinear studies have

been investigated with traditional bare Au nanoparticles [125, 126]. The implemen-

tation of different NP array designs can lead to the observation of second-harmonic

generation (SHG), sum frequency generation (SFG), four-wave mixing (4WM), and

other second- and third-order nonlinearities. While large nonlinear effects have
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been observed with these simple, bare NPs, their magnitude could be increased

significantly with the implementation of the corresponding CNP configurations. In

particular, CNPs have been shown to have larger, controllable field enhancement

behaviors as well as tunable resonances. Both properties could be of particular

importance when frequency-mixing effects are being investigated.

Perhaps the most exciting potential future modeling and characterization work

is to perform time domain simulations of the interaction of light with CNPs. For

classical particles (i.e., spherical particles that can be completely described by their

permittivity, permeability, and size) analytical Mie theory can actually be used to

calculate their time domain behaviors. The incident pulse can be decomposed into

its frequency components through the application of a Fourier transform. The time-

harmonic electric and magnetic fields can be readily calculated for a specified set of

frequencies. The complete frequency domain fields can be obtained by multiplying

these time-harmonic expressions by the pulse spectrum. By inverse Fourier trans-

forming these results back into the time domain, the pulsed scattering behaviors

can be obtained. These time domain simulations can also be performed with purely

numerical simulators, such as finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) codes. These

numerical environments are more general and would open up the possibilities to

study non-spherical particles. Unfortunately, some commercial Maxwell equation

solvers have trouble handling materials with gain. The development of new time-

domain codes which fully couple Maxwell’s equations to a fully quantum depiction

of the gain material may help to answer many questions. For instance, the outstand-

ing question if active CNPs are simply “SPASERS” or if they truly can be thought

of as nano-lasers, could be addressed.
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